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ABSTRACT 

 

The Mary Rose is the only Tudor warship in existence, and as such is an important 

archaeological artefact. Since she was raised in 1982, and since then has undergone 

conservation treatment to preserve her structure while on display in the Mary Rose 

Museum. Displaying an artefact which has been waterlogged for 500 years, in this 

kind of environment, presents a number of unique challenges relating to the 

structure and chemistry of degraded archaeological wood. This thesis outlines 

several approaches to monitoring the state of the Mary Rose, and consequently the 

progress of her conservation treatment. This monitoring relates to both her 

macroscopic structural state, as well smaller scale structure, and the distribution of 

moisture throughout her hull. 

An overview of the Mary Rose and her history, of wood characteristics, degradation 

causes in waterlogged environments and archaeological wood behaviour, of 

conservation techniques, their application to comparable artefacts and of 

investigative techniques used with cultural heritage is first given.  

The methods and materials used in this thesis are then described. The Mary Rose is 

monitored for her MC% with core samples. The structural survey is carried out with 

a Total Station and a new manual method involving laser pointers for the 

understanding of global movements taking place on the hull. A manual survey 

focused on local movements is also described. Neutron imaging is used on Mary Rose 

wood samples to better understand the behaviour of PEG treated archaeological 

wood when drying. Neutron radiographies of the samples are taken during drying 

simulations of the conditions on the Mary Rose hull. 

The monitoring shows that the hull of the Mary Rose has reached MC% below 15% 

throughout the depth of the timbers. The structural survey shows movement taking 

place in the entire hull: the Decks of the ship are shifting in opposite directions, the 

Starboard side is folding into the Port side and the structure is moving downwards. It 

is also possible to relate the cracks on the ship’s timbers to the fast initial loss of free 

water and the loss of bound water from the timbers when the ship started drying in 
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2013, but structural movements are likely connected to the lack of structural 

integrity.  

Neutron imaging underlined the peculiar drying behaviour of PEG treated wood, 

showing a uniform drying front rather than preferential paths following the wood 

structure. The method also confirmed the ability of PEG in reducing wood shrinkage 

upon drying. 

Future work is suggested, both in terms of the ship monitoring and with regards to 

the further analysis of drying behaviour of treated archaeological wood. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Mary Rose is the only Tudor warship in existence nowadays. She was the flagship 

of the English fleet of Henry VIII since 1512 (Mardsen, 2003). She sank after 34 years 

of service during a battle with the French invading fleet just outside Portsmouth 

harbour on 19th July 1545. The wreck was raised in 1982 and moved to the Historic 

Dockyard at Portsmouth, where she is still hosted in the new Mary Rose Museum 

(Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1: The Mary Rose in her museum in Portsmouth Historic Dockyard (Mary Rose Trust 
- MRT). 

Because of her uniqueness, the ship has given invaluable historic information about 

past shipbuilding techniques and Tudor life. Her value however does not stop here: 

the Mary Rose is one of the largest waterlogged organic artefacts ever conserved. 

Due to her size, the conservation procedure she has undergone for the last 35 years 

is more complex than for small objects, and with bigger consequences: numerous 

factors must be considered in order to maintain her structural integrity. She is 

therefore also a source of knowledge regarding conservation techniques and 

archaeological wood characteristics in general. Studying how the ship behaves during 

the conservation treatment can give invaluable information about how the treatment 

itself works and how it can be improved. This project offers the possibility to 

investigate not only the consequences of the conservation methodologies widely 
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used in the maritime conservation field, but also to deepen our understanding of the 

method itself, helping not only the management of the Mary Rose conservation but 

also of other artefacts from waterlogged environments on exhibition in museums.  

1.2 ETHICS IN CONSERVATION 

Working with archaeological materials requires that a certain ethical practice must 

be followed: specifically, there are three main ethical rules to consider. The principle 

of minimum intervention underlines the aim of preserving as much of the original 

material as possible (e.g. Collecting very few samples, and of small size). Aesthetic 

perception means to respect the aesthetic and stylistic values of the treated artefact, 

therefore avoiding interventions that might affect the appearance of the artefact 

(e.g. Collecting only small samples and in areas that are not easily visible). Finally 

reversibility expresses the aspiration to only make interventions that are reversible, 

which is to say to always have the possibility to return the artefact to the state it was 

before our intervention. This principle would prevent entirely the process of 

collecting samples but is also the rule that for obvious necessities is ignored (Brandi, 

2000). The limitations dictated by the ethical rules of conservation have a big impact 

on the research design of this project and potentially on the research outcomes. In 

particular the limitations in sample collection, specifically number of samples and 

their size, might not assure overall representation of the entire ship hull. The results 

obtained must therefore be interpreted according to the methodology adopted.  

This project follows a research design approved both by the Mary Rose Trust and 

Portsmouth University for following the necessary rules and ethical guidelines. The 

techniques used for the various testing and monitoring are in any suitable case non-

invasive and non-destructive. The principle of reversibility is also applied when 

possible, since targets and indicators applied to the ship for monitoring are 

removable. When samples collection is unavoidable, the experiments follow the rule 

of minimum intervention and the minimum amount of samples is collected from the 

ship itself. Moreover, the wood elements used for destructive testing (neutron 

imaging, see 2.3) are planks and timbers which do not have a fixed location on the 

hull structure and do not have unique archaeological relevance. The aesthetic 
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perception is currently not an issue: the sample collected are often too small to be 

visible and obstruct the observer perception of the artefact, and everything that has 

been inserted in the hull structure is temporary and removable.  

The Ethics Review certificate required by Portsmouth University has been completed 

and can be found in Appendix 1. 

1.3 THE MARY ROSE  

1.3.1 History 

The story of the Mary Rose is tightly linked to the story of King Henry VIII, who 

commissioned her construction as soon as he ascended to the throne on 22 April 

1509. Henry VIII was sovereign of England between 1509 and 1547. He was the 

second Tudor king of the country and, like his father Henry VII before him, he 

understood the importance for his country to have a strong fleet in order to compete 

with the major powers at the time in Europe: Spain, France, and the Holy Roman 

Empire. When he became king, he commissioned two ships, the Mary Rose (600 tons) 

and the Peter Pomegranate (340 tons), both built between 1509 and 1511 in 

Portsmouth and fitted in London. At the time the Mary Rose was one of the biggest 

ships in the still young English fleet. Although not the fastest ship of the navy over 

short distances, she performed best in an endurance race held to test the new fleet, 

and as result she was chosen as flagship when the first French war started in 1512 

(Mardsen, 2003). The first mission of the Mary Rose took place in 1512: it consisted 

of clearing the European Atlantic coast between the Channel and Northern Spain 

from French naval forces. A report of the time by Admiral Howard positively 

emphasised the ship in comparison to others in the fleet. After this success mission, 

the Mary Rose was involved in several battles until July 1514, the end of the First 

French war. After that the Mary Rose was laid up at a mooring on the Thames at 

Blackwall, where she was kept in reserve with a skeleton crew of only four men to 

live on board. Records show she was under maintenance between 1517 and 1518. 

Being still dear to King Henry VIII, she was back in active service for a brief period in 

1520, when the king chose her as part of an escort that took him to France for an 

official meeting with the new king of France, Francis I. Although prepared for the 
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second French war between 1522 and 1525, only new warships were used and the 

Mary Rose was kept in reserve once again. Documentation of works suggest that she 

was caulked and had some planks and frames replaced in 1527, but had major 

strengthening in order to be refitted in 1539 after which she was referred to "the 

new made Mary Rose" (Figure 1.2, upper left). The end of the navy career of the Mary 

Rose started with the Third French which began in 1544 with a treaty between 

Charles V of Spain and Henry VIII against the French. The year after however, Spain 

broke the alliance and England had to defend alone its territory against a French 

invasion. On the 19th of July 1545 the English fleet, comprising of 80 ships, was facing 

a French fleet of 128 ships in the waters in front of Portsmouth in the Battle of the 

Solent. The Mary Rose, part of the English vanguard, was engaging the French galleys 

when the ship sank with her crew on board (Figure 1.2, lower).  

 

 

 
Figure 1.2: The Mary Rose depicted in the Anthony Roll (1540s)  (upper left). The Cowdray 

engraving (1778) showing the sinking of the Mary Rose during the battle of the Solent  

(lower and upper right). This 18th century engraving reproduces a wall painting at Cowdray 

House commissioned by Sir Anthony Browne (on horseback behind Henry VIII) just after the 

Battle of the Solent. The original painting was lost in a fire in 1793.  
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Contemporary reports differ on the reason the ship sank. The only account of the 

sinking of the Mary Rose given by one of the survivors' testimony was reported by 

Van der Delft, ambassador of the Holy Roman Empire in a letter to Charles V on the 

25th of July. He describes how the ship leaned too much on the Starboard side, took 

on water from the open gun ports and started to sink. On the other hand the French, 

defeated, accounted that the ship sank due to gunfire. Other reports blame 

negligence and misconduct of the crew (Mardsen, 2003; Rule, 1986). Reports 

however also differ in terms of the total number of men on board and the number of 

survivors. This gives an indication of how any archaeological evidence can strengthen 

the reliability - or lack of - of historical records. 

Due to the size and importance of the Mary Rose, immediately after she sank, it was 

decided that it was important to try to recover it. Ships of that size were very 

expensive and trying to recover as much as possible of it from the sea was probably 

a cheaper solution than building a new one. Moreover the ship was lying in shallow 

water, where the recovery task seemed possible. An investigation on the state of the 

sunken ship started immediately, and for this reason we have detailed 

documentation about it (Mardsen, 2003). The ship was most likely lying at an angle 

of 60° on the port side, and she was definitely visible during the 16th century in the 

waters of the Solent. The first recovery attempt however failed, as the only possible 

anchoring point, the main mast, came off the mast step. The task was therefore 

abandoned by the end of 1545 and in the following four years only some guns were 

retrieved. In the following 150 years, during the 16th and 17th centuries, the upper 

part of the ship was not covered and protected by the clay and mud of the seabed, 

and therefore was degraded by biological attack and swept away by tides (Figure 1.3). 

By the 19th century the port side was completely destroyed. The remaining timbers 

of the Starboard side, still lying on the seabed, were covered and periodically exposed 

by sediments. It was most likely while the timbers were exposed, that the Deane 

brothers located the wreck, and attempted a second recovery in 1836. The Deane 

brothers were considered the inventors of what is now called scuba diving.   
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Figure 1.3: Sequence of erosion and burial of the wreck (Mardsen, 2003)  

Their invention composed of waterproof clothing, heavy boots and an open helmet 

into which air was pumped from the surface (Figure 1.4, left). Between June and 

September of that year, they found and recovered four guns and several timbers, 

which allowed them to identify the ship as the Mary Rose. In 1840 they recovered 

other guns and loose parts (Figure 1.4, right). They were however only working on 

broken up and redeposited material from the port side, since the now recovered 

Starboard side does not show any sign of damage from their work. 
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Figure 1.4: The Deane patent for their apparatus (left). Watercolour of the cannons the 

Deane brothers recovered from the Mary Rose (right). These cannons are still kept at the 

National Maritime museum in Greenwich.  

It’s only over one century later, in 1965, that Alexander McKee and his team located 

again the wreck of the Mary Rose. McKee was part of a diving team of non-

archaeologists interested in shipwrecks. The "Project Solent Ship" aimed to explore 

shipwrecks in the Solent area dated from the 16th century to present time in order 

to disprove the belief that shipwrecks could not survive in British waters - as opposed 

to the Baltic Sea. Margaret Rule later joined the group to add archaeological expertise 

(Figure 1.5, left). After realising that the survival of wrecks was possible, the focus of 

the Project moved onto finding the remains of the Mary Rose, since the location of 

the sinking was approximately known. Initially the search was conducted with no 

instruments other than the human eye which failed to locate the wreck. In 1967 some 

developments were made thanks to the help of Professor Harold Edgerton who 

tested the new dual channel side-scanner on the area: after an anomaly was noticed 

on the scan of the seabed, the team of divers was encouraged in keeping looking for 

the ship and in 1969 the Mary Rose was finally located (Figure 1.5, right) (Rule, 1986). 
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Figure 1.5: Alexander McKee and Margaret Rule (left) (MRT). The side scan sonar image of 

the wreck site (right) (Mardsen, 2003). 

Between 1969 and 1970, the site was excavated by volunteer divers. However, the 

material recovered in the first two years - mainly timbers and a wrought iron gun - 

were only loose artefacts. It was only on the 1st May 1971, as a new diving season 

started, that the hull of the Mary Rose was seen for the first time. In the following 

ten years many excavations were carried out on the site and thousands of objects 

were recovered, most of them packed and kept in storage. In 1979, after having 

tested the physical strength of the wood, it was finally decided to raise the hull of the 

ship. The Mary Rose Trust was formed in the same year to finance the project. The 

technique adopted to recover the wreck was to excavate tunnels underneath the hull 

in order to fix bolts and cables to the structure. These were then attached to a lifting 

frame constructed by a team from the Royal Engineers. Once the wreck was raised 

from the seabed, it was positioned in a specially designed cradle. Even if with some 

hindrances, the Mary Rose was lifted from the sea on the 11th of October 1982. It 

was towed to Portsmouth historical dockyard where it was laid in the dry dock that 

still hosts her today (Figure 1.6).   
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Figure 1.6: The rising of the Mary Rose showing the crane and cradle used to salvage the 

wreck (upper). The ship in the dry dock that still hosts her (lower) (MRT). 
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1.3.2 Ship structure 

There are no accurate drawings or plans from the period in which the Mary Rose was 

commissioned, and therefore it is not possible to know exactly how the ship was built. 

Only by examining the remains of the hull is it possible to start to understand it. The 

total length of the Mary Rose was 45 meters, 11.66 meters wide and 14 meters tall. 

The initial weight was about 500 tons, increased to 700 tons when upgraded in 1536. 

It was built in carvel style - with planks fastened edge to edge. This construction style 

started being typical for warships at the beginning of the 16th century, as opposed 

to the traditional clinker building in use until then, of which Viking ships are the most 

notorious example (Figure 1.7). The change to this style was due to the heavy artillery 

used on board, and the consequent necessity of having lidded gun-ports on the sides 

of the hull. To prevent water from flooding the Decks while sailing, the gun-ports 

needed to be watertight when closed. This would have been a difficult achievement 

with an uneven hull surface made of overlapping planks as in the clinker built 

technique (Rule, 1986). 

 

Figure 1.7: Clinker building vs. carvel building.  

The structural features of the Mary Rose can be seen in Figure 1.8. Both the frame, 

consisting of shape defining elements, the internal structural elements, and the 

planking of the ship are made of oak, however some later substitutions of the latter 

were made of pine. The dimensions of the frame timbers vary in length from 25 cm 

to 50 cm and their spacing varies between 30 cm and 50 cm. The keel is made of oak 

and elm, and it is now 31.17 m long. Its width varies from 32 cm to 40 cm. As already 

mentioned, the external planking up to the upper Deck is in carvel style, with edge-
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to-edge oak planks 10 cm in thickness. The external planks were fastened to the 

frames with wooden treenails expanded with wooden wedges to ensure a tight fit.  

Although the ends of the planks were fastened with iron bolts, now all corroded, the 

middle treenails alone are sufficient to support the fastenings. The external planking 

is also secured to the frames with internal diagonal braces fastened with treenails 

(see Figure 1.7). The inboard planking in all the Decks is constituted by standard 

ceiling planks, which vary in length from 9 m to 3 m, in width from 50 cm to 7.5 cm, 

and in thickness from 6 cm to 8 cm. In the Hold and in the Main Deck stringers are 

also present, which are much thicker internal planks. The hull does not have any sign 

of damage from battle, only signs of repairs and replacements. 

 

Figure 1.8: Main structural features of the Mary Rose (adapted from Mardsen, 2003) 

The ship has four Decks (Figure 1.9). Below the waterline was the Hold, with 

headroom of 1.75 m. The function of the Hold was to contain the ballast, to store 

barrels and ovens within the galley. The floor was sealed by heavy planks and 

footwales, except around the mainmast step. A series of riders, diagonal braces and 

futtock riders were fastened to the keelson and to the stringers with iron bolts and 

treenails. These were a later insertion to strengthen the structure in order to support 

the weight of guns on the Main Deck. The Orlop was another storage level divided 
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into compartments by light feather-edge planking, which ran along the ship between 

the Deck beams. These bulkheads were held in place by battens and stanchions. The 

almost total absence of fastening suggests that the Decking was inserted as a tight fit 

after loading the ballast and other heavy stores into the Hold. The knees were 

secured once again with iron bolts. In this Deck there is no internal planking between 

the frames, only pieces of wood providing shelving. The Main Deck was where the 

heaviest guns and some accommodations were located. Hence this is a strongly built 

continuous Deck with long length fore and aft planking supported on ledges and Deck 

beams. Seven gun ports are present on this Deck, all at the same level. A 

companionway leading to the forecastle was situated at the forward end, and no 

ports were located forth of it, only cabins. The upper Deck was the fighting platform, 

hosting lighter guns and archers. It is characterised by blinds or lightweight boards 

positioned above the gunwale to protect gunners and archers. Very little has survived 

of the aftercastle, but a rope decoration is still visible on it. The forecastle has not 

survived.  

 

Figure 1.9: The Decks of the Mary Rose (Mardsen, 2003).  
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1.4 WOOD   

1.4.1 Wood structure 

Wood is made of three main polymers, which give different properties to the 

material: cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. At the atomic level they are composed 

of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Cellulose consists of long chains of glucose, 

aggregated into larger units called microfibrils (Panshin and de Zeeuw, 1980). It is the 

most abundant component and constitutes up to 50% of the cell wall mass. 

Hemicellulose is a shorter polymer made of different sugars. It can be about 25-40% 

of the cell wall mass and it is usually more abundant in hardwoods. It is the most 

unstable of the wood’s constituents and it is often bound to lignin. Lignin is a very 

complex three-dimensional macromolecule, made up of various different monomeric 

units and constitutes the remaining 18-33% of the cell wall. It is the most resistant to 

wood degradation and is more abundant in softwoods (Florian, 1990; Blanchette, 

2000; Colombini et al., 2009; Bjordal, 2011a; Singh, 2012). The three components are 

common to all wood types, but the proportions vary depending on the wood species, 

which has an important impact on the resistance to degradation. Although wood is 

composed of different types of cells, the cell structure can generally be described as 

in Figure 1.10. The cell wall is constructed by several layers of cellulose, 

hemicellulose, and lignin organised in different ways. The primary wall is the most 

external layer: it is constituted of long microfibrils packed in disorderly oriented 

bundles (Thomas et al., 2013). The secondary cell wall is more internal and it is 

characterised by having the microfiblils orderly disposed in helix formation. The 

secondary wall is made up of three layers: S1, S2, and S3. In each layer the microfibrils 

are all oriented at a specific angle (Arnould and Arinero, 2015). The cells are 

connected together by the middle lamella. The middle lamella is mainly composed 

by lignin, which can be thought of as the glue between the fibres. The exchange of 

water and nutrients between adjacent fibres takes place through pits, small 

apertures that can be found on the cell walls. The differentiation of wood cells is due 

to the necessity to fulfil different purpose. Three main cell types can be identified: 

supportive, conductive, and storage cells. The highly variability of cells, even within 
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the same type, is the main indicator to identify the different wood species (Sheldon, 

1979).  

 

Figure 1.10: Schematic representation of microfibrils and cell walls in wood (Gregory, 

2011). 

Wood species can be divided into two broad categories, according to their 

characteristic macrostructure: hardwood (angiosperms) and softwood 

(gymnosperms) (Blanchette, 2000; Singh, 2012). Hardwoods are referred to as 

porous woods because they have vessel pores. They are broadleaf trees and very 

often deciduous, shredding their leaves annually. Some examples are oak, elm and 

poplar. Softwoods lack vessels and therefore they are called non-porous. These are 

conifers, needle bearing trees such as pine, and larch (Hamilton, 1997; Bjordal, 

2011a). It must be remembered that in both softwood and hardwood the structure 

of cell walls is not very highly packed. Even in the most highly organised species, such 

as cotton, 20% of the dry cell wall is airspace. In most species on average this occupies 

45% of the wall total volume (Panshin and de Zeeuw, 1980). The wood of the Mary 

Rose belongs to both categories: however, although some replaced parts are in pine 

(softwood), the great majority of the hull of the ship is built in oak and poplar 

(hardwoods). 
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SOFTWOOD 

Softwoods extensively consist of cells called tracheids, which are about 90-95% of the 

total volume. Tracheids are very similar to straws, aligned longitudinally with a 

middle cavity called lumen and connected by bordered pit apertures. Their role is to 

transport both water and minerals but they also have mechanical functions. The 

thickness of the cell wall depends on when the cell was developed: early-wood cell 

walls are thin, whereas late-wood cell walls are thicker (Figure 1.11, left). Other 

elements found in softwoods are called rays (Figure 1.11, right). Rays are storage cells 

and also have the function to transport food radially in order to nourish other living 

cells. In softwoods they can be either tracheid rays or parenchyma rays, which are 

shorter cells with round or rectangular section (Sjostrom, 2013).  

            

Figure 1.11: Softwood structure. SEM image of a sample of fresh pine wood (left). It is 

possible to observe the bigger cells of the early wood  in the upper part and the late wood 

in the lower part of the sample (SEM image by author, 2014). Softwood schematic 

macrostructure (right).  

HARDWOOD 

In hardwoods the variety of cells is wider and thus the texture more heterogeneous 

(Figure 1.12). The supportive cells in hardwoods are called fibres, elongated and thick 

walled cells divided into fibre-tracheids and libriform fibres according to the shape of 

their pits. Parenchyma rays are the only transverse element in hard woods and 

functions as storage cells. Vessels execute the conductive function: they are thin 

walled and very wide cells, which allow especially in the leafing period in spring 
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extremely effective transport of nutrient (Blanchette, 2000; Bjordal, 2011a; Singh, 

2012).  

                                   

Figure 1.12: Hardwood structure. SEM image of Mary Rose degraded, untreated, and 

freeze-dried oak (left) (SEM image by author, 2014). Hardwood schematic macrostructure 

(right).  

1.4.2 Heterogeneity and anisotropic behaviour of wood 

Wood is a material of great variety and heterogeneity. In addition to the obvious 

variation in characteristics between trees from different species, the variability of 

wood can take place even within the same species, both from one tree to another or 

within the same specimen. Therefore, it is important to consider the possible 

variability in the wood used to build the Mary Rose when studying it. It is not possible 

to expect homogeneous results either in the drying behaviour or in the strength of 

the wood across the hull. 

 Both the differentiation of species of trees, and the variation between different trees 

within the same species can be due to either genetic or environmental factors. These 

variations can result in fast or slow growth, variation in weight or microstructural 

changes which are linked to cell wall thickness, fibre length, cell diameter, and 

cellulose/lignin ratio. The mutations in these characteristics are responsible for 

alterations in physical properties of the wood (Panshin and de Zeeuw, 1980). 

Variation within the same tree can be classified into two categories: changes in the 

radial direction or changes that occur with height in the stem. The former, which 

takes place across adjacent growth increments at any level in the stem, is connected 

to changing environmental conditions with the seasons, which results in the 
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difference between early and late wood. These are mainly differences in tissue 

organisation, and results for example in a denser tissue in the late wood. Variability 

along the stem is due to the fact that fibres have varying length at different heights 

in a tree, with their length increases proportionally to height. Once maximum length 

is reached, it decreases again towards the top of the tree. 

Wood is an anisotropic material, which means that it presents different physical 

properties when tested in the three main directional axes: longitudinal, radial, and 

transverse (Figure 1.13). This anisotropic behaviour is due to many reasons: the 

structure of wood in fibrils, the orientation of cellulose in cell walls, the elongated 

shape of wood cells, and the arrangement of the cells. Anisotropic behaviour is for 

example the reason why trees have a predominantly vertical arrangement: since the 

cells are orientated along the trunk, it can stand the heaviest load. The longitudinal 

direction is the strongest and so is a timber when orientated in such way.  

        

Figure 1.13: Three directional axes in wood - Longitudinal, Radial, Tangential. 

1.4.3 The relationship between wood and water  

Wood is a hygroscopic material, therefore it can lose and gain moisture in relation to 

the environmental relative humidity and temperature. The amount of water present 

in a piece of wood is termed the moisture content (MC). It is expressed as a 

percentage of the oven dry (OD) weight of the wood as shown in Equation 1. The 
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quantity of water present in the wood is obtained as the difference between wet 

weight of a piece of wood and its OD weight:  

𝑀𝐶% =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑤 − 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑂𝐷

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑂𝐷
× 100 

Equation 1: Determination of moisture content percentage where massw is the mass of the 

wet sample. massOD is the oven dry mass. 

Water in wood is found as bound water in the cell walls and as free water in the 

lumen (Figure 1.14). Any polar liquid, including water, is able to form hydrogen bonds 

with the dry cell wall material. Molecules of the liquid can diffuse in the wood wall 

structure, occupying the empty spaces. As more molecules enter the structure, the 

wood polymers expand. This expansion causes distortion in the cell walls, which build 

up a resistance force to the introduction of further liquid. The equilibrium between 

bonding forces attracting more liquid and the resisting forces is reached at the fibre 

saturation point (f.s.p.). Different wood species differ in f.s.p. but usually the point 

lies between 25 and 30 MC%. The maximum moisture content that the wood can 

reach is calculated by adding the free water content to the f.s.p.. The amount in 

different wood species varies a lot more because free water is related to the specific 

gravity of the wood. The average range in fresh wood goes between 60 and 200 MC%, 

however there are exception species which can reach 400 MC%. The equilibrium that 

the wood reaches with the atmosphere is called equilibrium moisture content (EMC) 

and it is related to both environmental relative humidity and temperature. When 

temperature or relative humidity change, wood moisture content fluctuate in order 

to reach a new EMC with the environment. Fluctuations are a function of time: they 

are very fast just after the change in temperature or relative humidity takes place and 

slow when the wood is close to reaching EMC. Moreover, fluctuations are usually 

extensive on the surface of the wood and slower in the depth. This results in having 

a gradient of MC% within one piece. It must be noted that the orientation of the 

wood has an impact on water movements. For example, water can move 15 times 

more rapidly along the longitudinal direction than across it. Both strength properties 

and elastic characteristics of wood are affected by different values of MC%. Loss of 
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MC% below f.s.p. results in an increase in strength of the wood. Over the f.s.p. the 

characteristics are unvaried (Panshin and de Zeeuw, 1980). 

 

Figure 1.14: Bound water and free water in the wood cell structure.  

1.4.4 Archaeological wood from waterlogged environment 

The state of preservation of archaeological wood, when found in waterlogged 

environments, can be extremely variable due to a large number of factors that can 

favour or prevent its decay, such as the type of wood, its history of fabrication and 

use, the extent of time spent in burial conditions, and the environment conditions 

(Jordan, 2001). As the deterioration of wood always proceeds from the outside 

inward, diversity in degradation can appear within one single piece (Figure 1.15) 

(Florian, 1990; Pointing, 1995). Several parameters can be used to assess the state of 

preservation of the wood, including pore volume, bulk densities, density of cell wall 

material and moisture content (Jensen and Gregory, 2006).  

 

Figure 1.15: Different degradation at different depth in the section of a n oak wood timber 

from the Mary Rose (adapted from McConnachie, 2005) 

Well preserved inner Degraded outer layer 
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The more degraded the wood is, the less material is left in the wood, the more water 

can be accommodated, as free water in the cavities and bound water in the cell walls. 

According to the moisture content, which is therefore indicative of the degradation, 

the wood (oak) can be classified into three groups, originally proposed by DeJong in 

1977. Class I indicates the most deteriorated wood, which contains over 400% water. 

Class II contains between 185% and 400% water. Class III is less than 185% water, 

with usually only the surface degraded (Florian, 1990; Pointing, 1995). Wood 

deterioration can have three natural causes: biological, chemical, and physical (Singh, 

2012). 

BIOLOGICAL DAMAGE 

The main threat to waterlogged wood is biological attack. In the marine environment 

a wide range of organisms can use wood as a nutritional source (Figure 1.16, left). 

Variables such as temperature of the water, salinity and oxygen content affect the 

type of species able to function (Palla et al., 2013). On the macro scale, woodborers 

can attack the wood (Figure 1.16, right). Teredo navalis, a marine mollusc, is the most 

widespread species of shipworm. One of its critical requirements for survival is the 

need for dissolved oxygen, with salinity and temperature also affecting its behaviour 

(Appelqvist, 2011). Microorganisms responsible for wood bio deterioration are 

generally divided into two groups: fungi and bacteria. More than 400 species of fungi 

are able to attack waterlogged wood. They attack mainly cellulose and hemicellulose 

in order to obtain carbohydrates, leaving the cell walls in a porous and unstable state, 

as their residual structure consists mainly of lignin. A large group of them have a wide 

tolerance for both water temperatures and salinities, which means that they can be 

found in diverse environments (Powell et al., 2001; Blanchette, 2002; Colombini et 

al., 2007; Simpson, 2011). Three groups of bacteria have been identified: erosion, 

cavitation and tunnelling bacteria. They are extremely adaptable, and it is therefore 

very difficult to find environments where bacterial decay is not taking place 

(Blanchette, 2000; Bjordal and Nilsson, 2002; Gelbrich et al., 2008; Bjordal, 2012). 

However in the absence of light and oxygen biological attack is drastically reduced. 

Indeed, although still not fully understood, in anoxic conditions erosion bacteria, 

which are sulfur reducing microorganisms and do not rely on oxygen to survive, are 
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the main cause of a very slow wood degradation (Pedersen et al., 2012). Under thick 

layers of sediments underwater, archaeological wooden remains are therefore 

protected from the fast biological decomposition that occurs in most terrestrial 

environments, and can be found seemingly intact despite centuries of exposure 

(Blanchette, 2000; Helms et al., 2004; Bjordal and Nilsson, 2002).  

         

Figure 1.16: Biological attack in wood timbers. Diagram of the decay pattern due to soft rot 

fungi, tunnelling and erosion bacteria (left) (adapted from Singh and Kim 1997). Wood 

timber attacked by Teredo Navalis (right) (Gregory, 2011) 

CHEMICAL DAMAGE 

Analyses show that accumulation of reduced sulfur compounds is common in 

wooden timbers from marine environment (Sandström et al., 2001; Sandström et al., 

2005). The oxygen-depleted areas that slow down the biological degradation of 

waterlogged wood are usually located at a minimum of 1 meter below the seabed. 

However in these anoxic conditions bacteria that metabolise organic debris and 

reduce sulfate ions to hydrogen sulphide are still functional. Seawater is in fact 

particularly rich in sulfate, favouring a very active microbial sulfur cycle: in coastal 

marine sediments the sulfate reduction accounts for a major part of the total 

decomposition of the organic material (Fors et al., 2008). Evidently, dissolved 

hydrogen sulfide penetrates and reacts to solid reduced sulfur compounds within the 

waterlogged wood. The amount depends on the state of wood degradation, the 
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concentration of hydrogen sulfide, and also iron (II) ions that reach the wood from 

corroding iron. Once the artefacts are excavated and exposed to the oxygen in the 

atmosphere, the sulfur in the wood slowly oxidises forming sulfuric acid. If left 

untreated the sulfuric acid would eventually degrade the cellulose fibres by acid 

hydrolysis and reduce the mechanical stability of the wood (Jalilehvand et al., 2005; 

Schofield et al., 2016).  

PHYSICAL DAMAGE  

When already damaged by biological attack, waterlogged wood is particularly fragile. 

Erosion is likely to occur if the material is exposed to strong currents, wave action, 

and sedimentary movement (Gregory and Manders, 2011). Moreover physical 

compression and the pressure exerted by the burial environment can cause 

distortion of the wood (Pointing, 1995). When still on the seabed, wood is also 

threatened by human activities such as fishing and dredging, which can accidentally 

damage the archaeological materials. Damage can occur even during the operations 

of excavation and recovery, and for this reason the handling of materials requires a 

lot of attention. The two main physical damages in these phases are shrinkage and 

collapse of the wood cells. 

As mentioned in section 1.4.3, addition of water into wood causes expansion of cell 

walls until reaching the f.s.p.. Over the f.s.p. more water does not impact volumetric 

change because this would be absorbed by the wood as free water in the lumen. 

Conversely, removal of bound water under f.s.p. causes shrinkage. Shrinkage occurs 

in the cell wall and in badly degraded wood may result in cracks and splits. Shrinkage 

is expressed as a percentage of green volume size, which is the maximum volume of 

the wood. The hygroscopicity causes anisotropic changes in dimension: in each 

direction of the three axes, shrinkage is different, as shown by the values in Table 1.1. 

The total shrinkage value (change in the total volume) is found by multiplying the 

shrinkage in the three directions. In archaeological wood, the anisotropic behaviour 

of shrinkage is reduced inversely to the level of degradation (McConnachie, 2005). 
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Shrinkage orientation Shrinkage range 

Longitudinal 0.1% - 0.3% 

Radial 2% - 3% 

Tangential 4% - 6% 

Table 1.1: Fresh wood dimensional change between green and oven dry wood.  

Collapse is an irregular behaviour of wood and happens when loss of water occurs 

over the f.s.p.. Collapse is therefore connected to the free water present in the 

lumen, which means that the capillary forces upon drying are so strong that the wood 

fibres collapse. It results in the folding over of the cell walls against each other, 

producing cracks, depressions, and distortions in the wood (Florian 1990). Changes 

in the burial conditions or after recovery, such as changes in temperature and 

fluctuations in relative humidity, can cause the wood to dry and consequentially, if 

this happens without proper consolidation treatments (e.g. by impregnation or 

bulking with polymeric materials), shrink and collapse (Hamilton 1997, Blanchette 

2002, Colombini 2009).  

When the wood comes from the marine environment it is also filled with salts. 

Chlorides salts are hygroscopic, which means that can absorb large quantities of 

water and expand. If the wood is kept in an environment with variable relative 

humidity, the salts contained in the untreated wood can expand and shrink in cycles, 

causing further physical damages in the wood (Jones 2013).  

1.4.5 The Wood of the Mary Rose 

The main wood used to build the Mary Rose is oak, as mentioned in sections 1.3.2 

and 1.4.1. Oak is a hardwood species from the genus Quercus robur, native to Europe. 

Oak wood is characterised by porous earlywood with large vessels and much denser 

latewood. In the radial direction large and small rays are present, occupying up to 

20% of the total volume. Due to its high density and resistance to abrasive forces and 

biological attack from fungi and bacteria, it has always been a preferred wood in the 

construction of high performance structures, such as churches, boats, floors and 

stairs in general, furniture, and barrels (Smith, 1966; Hatcher and Battey, 2011). For 

the same high resistance many well preserved archaeological wood findings are 

made of oak. All three different degradations processes took place on the Mary Rose 
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after she sank: the port side, left uncovered by the sediment on the seabed, was likely 

at first weakened by bacterial activity and then colonised by soft-rot fungi and wood 

boring animals. The weakened structure was destroyed by water and sediment 

movements, leaving only half of the hull, the Starboard side. This part was 

presumably subjected to the same biological attack as the port side before being 

buried. Due to the level of oxygen, wood borer attack must have ceased leaving the 

Starboard side to be targeted only by sulfur reducing bacteria, able to survive in the 

anoxic conditions under the seabed as explained in 1.4.4. Moreover, the iron bolts in 

the ship corroded in the seawater, causing the penetration of iron compounds in the 

wood. Both sulfur and iron were indeed found in the inner wood of the ship, which 

can result in increases in acidity promoting further degradation of the wood 

polymers. A study was completed on the Mary Rose wood to determine the state of 

conservation of the hull timbers. First, a survey with a Pilodyn was carried out 

extensively during excavation (Clarke and Squirrell, 1987). As the timbers were 

raised, some core samples were collected. These were analysed for MC% with the 

gravimetric method described in 1.4.3. The samples were all located within the hull, 

however the distribution of the sampling areas was not uniform or pre-planned, 

making the assessment of the condition of the wood only approximatively 

representative of the entire ship. However it was found that overall the level of 

degradation of the Mary Rose timbers varied, even within individual timbers. 

Generally, the timbers had an external degraded layer surrounding the inner, less 

degraded, areas. Oak timbers were found to be have outer degraded layers reaching 

MC% higher than 200% whereas in the inner parts MC% was lower than 130%. Oak 

timbers were the timbers in best condition: pine and poplar timbers showed 

generally more advanced state of degradation. The former surface had MC% over 

300%, which dropped to less than 250% in the inner core, while poplar timbers 

reached MC% higher than 400% (Squirrell and Clarke, 1987). 
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1.5 CONSERVATION  

1.5.1 Conservation of waterlogged wooden artefacts  

Since wooden artefacts have been salvaged from waterlogged environments, the 

problem of preventing the wood from shrinking and collapsing has been present for 

archaeologists and conservators. As mentioned in section 1.4.4, the preservation of 

wood underwater is due to a stable condition of the anoxic environment. The 

excavation and raising of the artefacts to the oxygen-rich atmosphere is a great shock 

for the material, which accelerates its physical degradation. In order to prevent 

shrinkage and structural collapse of waterlogged wood, it is necessary to fill the cell 

structure with a material that will give them strength and will keep their shape (Figure 

1.17).  

 
Figure 1.17: Schematic of waterlogged wood degradation and the effec t of an impregnation 

treatment. 

Various materials have been tested and used in waterlogged wood conservation in 

the past. During the first excavations of the late 19th and early 20th century a simple 

oil or wax treatment was often considered enough for the wood preservation. This 

was the case for example of the Viking ship of Oseberg, excavated in 1904 (Figure 

1.18). The wreck was initially only treated with linseed oil and creosote (Rosenqvist 

1959). It however later required additional conservation treatment.  

  

Figure 1.18: The Oseberg ship. The Oseberg excavation site in 1904 (upper). The Oseberg 

ship displayed in the Vikinship Museum in Oslo ( lower). 
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The first widespread conservation technique was the use of Alum salts.  The method 

was developed in the second half of the 19th century in Denmark and consisted of 

preparing a heated and saturated solution of potassium and aluminium sulfates 

where the artefact were immersed and boiled for two and up to thirty hours. 

Glycerine was later added to improve the method and retain the fresh colour of the 

wood. This procedure was commonly used in northern Europe, in the conservation 

of shipwrecks until the 1950s (Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas, 2003; Godfrey and 

Richards, 2011). Alum however turned out to be a rather damaging material: the 

objects become incredibly heavy and hard, but also brittle and they gain no strength. 

Alum can achieve only shallow penetration and consequently its action is not 

uniform: although the surface of the objects appears to be preserved, the wood 

inside shrinks heavily causing internal damage, made even worse by acids that are 

released by the treatment itself (Lindahl et al., 2006; Godfrey and Richards, 2011). 

Examples that underline the the failure of the Alum method include the County Hall 

Roman ship found in London in 1910 (Figure 1.19) and the Hjortspring boat found in 

in 1921 (Figure 1.20). In the former case the ship did not survive: only a few timbers 

and photographs of the time remain of this wreck (Bolt, 1996). The latter underwent 

further restoration in 1978 but the damages caused by the previous Alum treatment 

had left very few fragments of the original ship (Crumlin-Pedersen and Trakadas, 

2003).  

It was only in the 1960s that conservation progressed beyond the use of Alum. The 

acetone/rosin method, consisting in dehydrating the wood with acetone and later 

impregnating it with rosin, was initially praised for the natural appearance of the 

treated wood. However the treatment itself makes the wood too brittle and 

incredibly susceptible to environmental humidity changes (McKerrell et al., 1972, 

Grattan 1987, Giachi et al., 2011). Another common treatment has been Sucrose. This 

method was extensively applied in the conservation of wood from the sunken Port 

Royal city in Jamaica, sunken in the 17th century (Parrent, 1985). Although successful 

from the structural point of view, sucrose has the obvious downside of attracting 

micro and macro-organisms that cause biological degradation (Imazu and Morgòs, 

1997; Gregory, Jensen, and Strætkvern, 2012). 
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Figure 1.19: The excavation of the Roman ship in London in 1910.   

     

Figure 1.20: The Hjortspring ship re-conservation treatment (left) and in the new exhibition 

in Copenhagen (right). 

The most widespread method in use nowadays is impregnation by a solution of 

Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) - a synthetic polymer – and water. The Vasa in Stockholm 

was the first major shipwreck to be preserved with PEG in 1962 (Figure 1.21) 

(Mortensen, 2007). Other important European projects were the Skudelev ships in 

Roskilde, Denmark in 1969, The Bremen cog in Germany in 1972, and the Mary Rose 
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itself in Portsmouth in 1982 (Figure 1.22) (Mortense, 2007; Hoffmann, 2001, 

Sandstrom et al., 2005).  

   

Figure 1.21: The Vasa ship in the Vasa Museum in Stockholm.  

  

Figure 1.22: One of the five Skudelev ships in Roskilde Viking ship Museum (left). The 

Bremen cog in the German Maritime Museum in Bremerhaven (right). 

The method involves substituting water with the polymer, applied by impregnation 

or spraying in case of bigger objects. Originally, the artefacts were air dried and then 

covered with a further layer of polymer to seal the surface. Since the 1980s however 

the use of the freeze-drying process was introduced. Freeze drying reduces further 

the dimensional change in the treated artefacts: by eliminating the air drying process 

the wood is not subjected to capillary forces which could cause collapse of the wood 

cells (as mentioned in 1.4.4). 
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In recent years the research in new conservation treatments is moving towards 

multipurpose materials, acting not only as anti-shrinkage and bulking agents but also 

able to solve problems such as acidification of the wood and salt removal (Walsh et 

al., 2014). Moreover, a need to employ more natural and environmentally less 

damaging materials has also emerged (McHale et al., 2017, Walsh et al., 2017). 

1.5.2 PEG treatment  

Polyethylene Glycol is a water-soluble wax. It replaces the water in the wood's cell 

structure and acts as bulking agent once the water is removed in order to minimise 

shape and size changes in the wood. The chains of the polymer are composed by the 

repetition of a basic molecule, Ethylene Glycol H(OCH2CH2)nOH. The number of 

repetitions of the monomer varies according to the type of PEG. The length of the 

chains has an effect on the characteristics of the polymer, because they modify its 

molecular weight. Low molecular weight PEG (PEG 200, PEG 400, and PEG 600) is 

liquid at room temperature. Due to its smaller molecule size (PEG 200 diameter ≈ 5.5 

Å) it is able to penetrate the cell walls, and it greatly contributes in the reduction of 

shrinkage upon drying. Low molecular PEG is however not very effective in giving 

wood strength. For this scope high molecular weight PEG (PEG 1000 to PEG 4000), 

which is solid at room temperature, can be used instead. Due to its larger size 

however (PEG 4000 diameter ≈ 12 Å), high molecular PEG can only penetrate high 

degraded wood and is therefore found especially in the outer areas of the treated 

artefacts (Horie, 2010). This shows how it is possible to use varying types of PEG to 

address different problems in the wood. The standard procedure is to use a 

combination of low and high molecular weight. The impregnation happens first with 

the low molecular weight liquid form (200-600) at low concentration, then increasing 

the lower molecular weight concentration up to 40% and adding the heavier and 

more solid form, PEG 4000 until reaching a concentration of the latter of 60% 

(Hamilton, 2001). This technique is called impregnation with incremental steps, as 

opposed to impregnating the artefact with a solution at the final concentration 

desired. It is important not to treat wood with very high concentrated solutions of 

polymer because an excess of it in the wood structure would cause permanent 

damage by osmotic shock (Horie, 2010). The time in impregnation necessary to allow 
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the PEG to fully penetrate the artefact depends on the size and thickness of the 

artefact and its preservation state. For small artefacts, a 4 weeks period in 

impregnation for each incremental step should be sufficient to obtain an equally 

distributed quantity of PEG in the entirety of the wood. For bigger artefacts this 

period must be longer, reaching several years. An example is the Bremen Cog: after 

being recovered and reassembled, a tank was built around it to perform the two step 

PEG treatment, which lasted 18 years (Hoffmann, 2001). The project was successful 

but had its downsides: the cog was not visible for the entire duration on the 

conservation treatment and an enormous amount of PEG was needed. PEG 

application by spraying is therefore usually preferred for larger artefacts, such as in 

the case of the big ships Vasa and Mary Rose. After the artefacts are fully 

impregnated the drying process takes place. Nowadays, small artefacts are generally 

freeze dried. This technique consists in freezing the impregnated wood at about -

35°C, which is the temperature necessary to freeze PEG solutions, and sublimate the 

ice into gas, by exposure to a vacuum. In this way the surface tension of the PEG 

solution does not affect the cell wall structure while it is drying, leaving the cells in 

their shape. Modern freeze dryers nowadays can reach quite big dimensions, several 

meters in length and diameter. Even if these are big enough for most artefacts, 

structures on the length scale of the Mary Rose can still only be air dried.   

1.5.3 Conservation of the Mary Rose. 

After being raised, the Mary Rose was placed in dry dock nq3 of Portsmouth Historical 

Dockyard. The ship was kept in a temporary structure where it was sprayed with fresh 

cold filtered water at 2-5 °C for 12 years. This procedure was necessary in order to 

clean the surface of the ship from sediments that were covering the hull from the 

seabed, and to remove chlorides. These were absorbed in the wood from the salty 

water and can cause both chemical and physical degradation as explained in section 

1.4.4. Moreover, the use of cold water helped in keeping the ship refrigerated. This 

prevented, or at least reduced, the activity of biological organisms responsible for 

degradation of waterlogged wood, such as algae and soft rot fungi. From 1994 to 

2013 she was then sprayed with low and high molecular weight PEG. For the first 10 

years low molecular PEG 200, in aqueous solution at 40% concentration, was sprayed 
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(Figure 1.23, left). In 2004 the high molecular PEG 2000, in heated aqueous solution 

at 60% concentration, was sprayed in order to give more structural support (Preston 

et al., 2014). On the 29th of April 2013 the spraying was stopped and the Mary Rose 

entered the delicate phase of air drying under controlled conditions (Figure 1.23, 

right). The new Mary Rose Museum was opened one month later: the new building 

was constructed over the dry dock, with galleries running the length of the ship 

where, for the first time, it was also possible to look at 19000 objects recovered 

during the excavation in the 1970s. The centre of the museum, hosting the ship, was 

a huge air lock were the PEG treated wood was set to air dry thanks to fabric ducts 

disposed in a highly sophisticated pattern directing dried air at 0.2 m/s across all parts 

of the hull. The plan to dry the hull of the Mary Rose was based on the research by 

Dr. Glenn McConnachie. The research investigated the drying behaviour of timbers 

of the Mary Rose exposed to different air conditions, varying T and RH. The research 

found that the most advantageous procedure was to dry the timbers directly at 

55%RH and 20°C, the conditions routinely used to store dry archaeological organic 

materials, and that the PEG was successfully acting to prevent relevant dimensional 

changes in the timbers. It was conducted on samples taken from loose timbers of the 

ship, with an average size of 1x1 cm. It was therefore decided that it was possible to 

have an initial fast drying of the ship, going directly to 55% relative humidity and 20°C 

temperature (McConnachie 2005). Additional PEG 4000 was also applied by brush in 

the most delicate areas of the ship. Between 2015 and 2016 the second phase of the 

renewal of the museum took place. As part of it, the air duct shown in Figure 1.23 

right were removed. Although the air velocity was decreased, RH and T in the ship 

environment was still kept in the same conditions to let the air drying continue. 
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Figure 1.23: The Mary Rose under spraying (upper) (MRT). The air conditioning system in 

the ship hull (lower) (photo by author).  

1.6 INVESTIGATING TECHNIQUES 

It is nowadays common use to apply modern technologies to the investigation of 

cultural heritage. It has for example become common practice for conservations 

laboratories and museum to use chemistry laboratories for material characterisation 
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analyses and to support multidisciplinary projects for the benefit of the investigation 

(Butterworth et al., 2016, SEAHA 2017). The results of these collaborations can be 

incredibly successful and bring immense progress in research regarding cultural 

heritage. Moreover, disciplines such as conservation are today considered closer to 

science than humanities: operators in this field, although not experts in specific 

analyses, are usually at least aware of the potential that certain technologies have. A 

large variety of techniques has been applied to the study of cultural heritage with 

different scopes. They can be employed for the material investigation, for the study 

of degradation processes, for the improvement of the conservations methods and 

for long term monitoring, and generally aid in giving scientific support in any decision 

making (Moropoulou et al., 2013). Techniques are “borrowed” from a variety of 

fields, from chemistry to physics, biology and engineering. Regarding this project, two 

areas are particularly relevant: techniques adopted for the observation and 

investigation of archaeological wood and techniques adopted for the monitoring of 

conserved waterlogged structures, more specifically of shipwrecks. 

1.6.1 Techniques for investigation of wood in cultural heritage 

Spectroscopy techniques have been greatly employed in studying cultural heritage. 

Among vibration spectroscopy techniques, both near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) and 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) have been successfully employed for 

the characterization of wood. The ability to give information regarding chemical 

composition and molecular structure where particularly useful in determining the 

degradation caused by biological activity (Christensen et al., 2006; Schwanninger et 

al., 2011; Emandi et al., 2011; Tsuchikawa and Kobori, 2015). X-ray absorption near 

edge structure (XANES) has been used  for the study of the oxidation of iron and sulfur 

compounds contained in Mary Rose wood, also paired with X-ray microscopy and X-

ray diffraction (XRD) for the investigation of other minerals compounds in the wood 

(Wetherall et al., 2008; Schofield et al., 2011). 

With regards to imaging techniques, the most widespread in cultural heritage is 

optical microscopy, due to the low cost and ease of use. However, electron scanning 

microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscopes (TEM) have also become a 

common use. SEM instruments are often used because they give the opportunity to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XANES
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see in details the topography of the artefacts surface. In addition, both SEM and TEM 

can be paired with energy-dispersive X-ray analyses (EDS) and allow the creation of 

elemental maps of the samples. The limit of the technique is in the type of material 

that are visible - anything wet makes the analyses impossible - and to the fact that 

this is exclusively a superficial technique. Moreover, the samples need to be prepared 

specifically (Artioli, 2010). On the Mary Rose, SEM imaging was used to identify fungi 

and bacterial attack, and the extent of the degradation in the wood cells. To obtain 

an even more detailed image of archaeological wood samples, with a 3d 

reconstruction of the internal structure, X-ray or neutron computed tomography (CT) 

can be used (Fors et al., 2011; Stelzner et al., 2015; Biziks et al., 2016).  

For this specific project however, two crucial elements are to be consider in the 

observation of the Mary Rose timbers: water and PEG. As wood is a very complex 

material, its behaviour in relation to water is still not fully understood (Zillig, 2009). 

In order to study this complex relationship, radiations techniques have been applied 

to the study of wood since the 1950s (Galligan, 1964; Ross et al., 1998). One of these, 

Raman spectroscopy, is often used in analyses of superficial compound in historical 

materials, such as paintings. Attempts have also been made for the testing of 

archaeological wood (Rémazeilles et al., 2013; Pedersen et al., 2015). The technique 

was tested on Mary Rose samples but the presence of PEG, giving an extremely 

fluorescent signal, prevented the analyses of water in the wood. A similar result was 

also obtained with Raman investigation of the Nydam Bog (Christensen et al., 2006). 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been very successful in the observation of 

moisture distribution into the wood structure (Cole-Hamilton et al., 1995; Wang and 

Chang, 2007; Mazela et al, 2014). The applications however have always been on 

fresh wood and the technique has not been applied in the investigation of 

archaeological materials. It was decided, however, to employ neutron imaging 

instead, due to the superior accuracy compared to MRI in quantifying moisture 

content in porous media, up to 0.1 kg/m3 (Sedighi-Gilani et al., 2014). Neutron 

imaging techniques can be applied to a wide range of fields, from fundamental to 

solid state physics and chemistry, and from materials science to biology, medicine 

and environmental science, with increasing relevance for industrial applications. In 

recent years this technique has found wide application in the field of material science, 
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especially in the study of building materials (Grünzweig et al., 2013, Kardjilov et al., 

2011). Examples are investigations of water absorption in limestones, mortars, and 

various cementitious materials (Lucero et al., 2017, Van den Heede et al., 2016, 

Dewanckele et al., 2014). In the field of cultural heritage neutron imaging has been 

applied especially in the study of moisture contend distribution on oil paintings on 

canvas (Hendrickx et al., 2016, Boon et al., 2015). Neutron imaging techniques could 

offer important information about the interactions between wood and water and 

impregnating agents due to the high sensitivity of the technique to hydrogen (Zillig, 

2009; Mannes, 2009). Neutron radiography has indeed recently used in the study of 

liquid uptake between longitudinal radial and transverse directions in wood samples 

(Derome, 2015). The technique requires the collection of samples to put in the 

neutron beamline and is therefore an invasive technique. However, the high spatial 

resolution and quantitative accuracy can justify the application of this technique on 

Mary Rose wood. 

1.6.2 Monitoring shipwrecks 

Although not the most common artefacts, shipwrecks are nowadays found in 

exhibitions all over Europe. Displaying wooden shipwrecks in museums presents 

many challenges, especially when the structures have been recovered from 

waterlogged environments. First of all, navigating devices are indeed built to 

navigate: this means that they are designed to float in water rather than being kept 

on land. This represents by itself a difficult challenge in designing a suitable support 

system, which needs to be tailored to the specific artefacts and its needs, which often 

involve in addition being partially degraded and destroyed structures, with missing 

elements and that therefore do not function as a whole structure anymore. This leads 

to considering the second difficulty, the degradation of the wood. As explained in 

section 1.5.1, waterlogged archaeological wood artefacts are incredibly susceptible 

to environmental changes and as such require very specific and stable conditions in 

order to be preserved. Even after the application of the chosen conservation 

treatment, the care necessary for the preservation of shipwreck in museums display 

is not over. The development of techniques for monitoring both the artefacts and the 

environment they are kept in is absolutely necessary to ensure the long term survival 
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of these structures. These actions will also help minimising the necessity of repairs or 

invasive strengthening interventions (Camuffo, 2013).  

 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

The first category of monitoring techniques regards environmental control. It is 

nowadays accepted for museums hosting shipwrecks worldwide that climate 

conditions in display cabinets and galleries require particular levels of relative 

humidity and temperature. In particular a study on the Oseberg ship underlined that 

stability was the key element to consider in the environmental control of shipwreck 

display, and that when maintaining the same environment even over seasonal 

changes make these hygroscopic objects less vulnerable to what can be called 

climate-induced damage (Dioniso-Vici et al., 2013).  At the Mary Rose museum, 

Hanwell HL4106 data loggers are located on the ship hull to measure temperature 

and humidity. This system acts in support but separately from the sensors that 

regulate the three air-handling units (AHUs) that provide 8.3 m3/s of air each into the 

air-tight hull of the ship. The AHUs are built with fan wall technology: a total of 18 

inverter speed-controlled fans working at 80% peak demand ensure the air supply is 

maintained even if one of the AHUs fails. The same idea was applied to the heating 

and cooling coils, which are split into three sections so that two are enough for the 

system to correctly function. The AHUs are powerful enough to be able to keep in 

equilibrium the ship environment even with 150 people present in the enclosure 

(Pearson, 2013). 

MOISTURE CONTENT MONITORING 

The only method consistently used in monitoring moisture content in archaeological 

waterlogged wood is the gravimetric method. This method is invasive, because it 

requires sample collection, and is partially destructive, since the samples are put to 

dry in an oven at 105qC. Although the method does not fit the ethic guidance for 

working with cultural heritage (further discussed in 1.2), it is the only reliable method 

for MC% analyses on archaeological wood (Macchioni et al., 2012). Nevertheless, the 

development of alternative non-invasive methods has been attempted, especially in 

the field of fresh wood, with the use of electrodes and moisture probes (Goodhew et 
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al., 2004; Brischke et al., 2008).  These method however, with use of glues, are too 

invasive for archaeological materials. In addition, even if the technique is successful 

on fresh wood, the conservation treatment applied to archaeological wood can 

interfere with the measurements. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a technique that 

has recently been applied in soil water content investigation (Grote et al., 2003; 

Huisman et al., 2003; Weihermüller et al., 2007).  The characteristics of the technique 

seemed applicable to wood structures as well. Indeed, in the initial phase of this 

research project GPR was tested on Mary Rose wood. This was an attempt to reduce 

the number of destructive sampling taking place on the ship. The methods were 

however not pursued, on the basis of the results obtained. 

MOVEMENT MONITORING 

The necessity to monitor movements of shipwrecks in museum display was brought 

to attention by the problems noticed on the Vasa. The Vasa, a 17th century Swedish 

warship, is the only other waterlogged wooden structure comparable to the Mary 

Rose due to her dimensions (Hocker, 2010). It was raised from the Stockholm harbour 

seabed in 1967, 15 years before the salvage of the Mary Rose. There are many 

similarities between these two archaeological remains. They were recovered from 

similar environment - anoxic waterlogged environment (Bjurhager et al., 2012). They 

were treated with similar conservation procedure - water and PEG at different 

molecular weight was applied to both structures via spray (Fors and Sandström, 

2006). Being 15 years ahead in the salvage and conservation procedures, the Vasa 

has been very often considered the example to follow in the treatment of the Mary 

Rose (Hocker et al., 2012). When it was noticed that major deformation was taking 

place on the timbers of the hull of the Vasa she became the first ship to be monitored 

for movements and deformation of the hull structure with targets and a Total Station 

(Van Dijk et al., 2015). Following the example, a Total station was also installed in 

2014 to measure movements on the Mary Rose hull (see section 2.4.1). However, a 

major difference must be considered when compared to the Mary Rose. The Vasa is 

a wreck that maintained structural integrity, whereas only half hull of the Mary Rose 

survived: the necessities that the Mary Rose developed are very different from what 

the Vasa has experienced and therefore specific studies and treatments are 
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necessary. Luckily, while on the Vasa the observation and monitoring of movements 

took place only years after the museum display, the monitoring taking place on the 

Mary Rose is contemporary to the phase of the conservation treatment when the 

structure of the hull is particularly at risk due to deformation of the wood caused by 

water loss. The Total station provides an overview of global movements taking place 

on the shipwrecks. A different monitoring method, focused on smaller scale, was 

employed on the Oseberg ship since July 2009.  The Deformometric Kit (DK) was 

developed at the University of Florence for the measurements and monitoring of the 

deformation dynamics of wooden objects mainly, but not exclusively, in connection 

with the fluctuations of relative humidity and temperature in the display 

environment (Uzielli et al., 2012; Dioniso-Vici et al., 2013). On the Mary Rose a 

method for the monitoring of movement in localised critical areas has also been put 

in place since 2014 (see section 2.4.2). 

1.7 SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

1.7.1 Importance and contribution of proposed research  

As mentioned in section 1.3.1, the Mary Rose is the only Tudor warship in existence. 

She is also one of the largest waterlogged wooden structures that has undergone PEG 

treatment by spraying. Moreover, not many artefacts like the Mary Rose are 

displayed in a museum environment. Studying how the ship behaves during the 

conservation treatment and long term display can provide invaluable information 

about how the treatment itself works and how it can be improved. 

First of all it is necessary to monitor the moisture content variation in the timbers in 

order to ensure an even drying procedure throughout the structure, and prevent 

shrinkage and collapse of the wood. Research on PEG treated archaeological wood 

are extremely scarce. This is mainly due to the ethical limitations involved in the study 

of archaeological materials (see 1.2), which prevents the extensive use of the 

destructive gravimetric method necessary for moisture content calculation (see 

1.4.3). The moisture content monitoring of the Mary Rose timbers is therefore an 

important source of information for other PEG treated wooden artefacts that do not 

offer the sampling opportunity.  
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Secondly it is important to monitor the movements taking place on the Mary Rose 

structure, which are caused by the fact that only half of the hull is preserved, that the 

structure itself is not designed to be kept in a dry dock, and by the inevitable 

shrinkage that is taking place on the ship’s timbers. There are two types of monitoring 

systems currently in place on the Mary Rose: methods for global movements, 

including a Total Station on the port side and a manual laser survey on the Starboard 

side, and a method for local movements, consisting of localised manual 

measurements. Combined, these methods can provide invaluable and precise 

information about the structural problems of the hull of the ship, quantifying what is 

already visible by the naked eye, and highlighting smaller processes that may become 

more worrying in the future, and overall help preventing further damage to the hull 

structure 

Monitoring both moisture content and movements as the ship is air drying has two 

big advantages. The monitoring provides immediate information about the ship 

changes and allow the conservation team to adjust and improve the ship conditions 

in real time. In addition, instead of observing just the final product of the 

conservation treatment, it is possible to study the conservation process itself, give 

insight into the dynamics of PEG treatment, and find out short time effects. It is also 

important to notice that the structural conservation applied to the ships in museums 

has usually been a reaction to movements after they took place. Understanding the 

mechanics of movements taking place while the wooden timbers are drying will be 

important for taking decisions about the hull support now and will be extremely 

important in the future for the long term preservation of the artefact itself, changing 

the conservation from being reactive to preventative. 

With regards to the general understanding of water loss, the common problem 

related to research on wood is sample collection and variability of samples analysed. 

Wood in its nature is highly anisotropic and varies significantly even within one wood 

species (1.4.2). The anisotropy is accentuated in the case of archaeological wood, 

therefore the formulation of some general trends is a subject of error. In addition, a 

very limited amount of material suitable for laboratory measurements is actually 

collectable from relevant historical artefacts (Sandak et al., 2010). Having 
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archaeological material available for research purposes is a rare opportunity, 

particularly when testing with destructive methods is possible. Neutron imaging, 

which allows both visualization and quantification of water at cell level, was selected 

as an investigative technique in order to maximise the information gathered from the 

archaeological samples. This is due to the sensitivity of neutron imaging to water and 

its high spatial resolution (1.6.1).  

This project offers the opportunity to investigate not only the consequences of the 

PEG conservation treatment widely used in the maritime conservation field, but also 

to deepen our understanding of the method itself, helping not only a better 

management of the Mary Rose but also of other artefacts from waterlogged 

environment in museum. Researching the structure of the Mary Rose from the 

conservation point of view is therefore important at three different levels. 

Particularly, this research has relevance for the conservation of the ship itself, giving 

the first insight on the extent of the movements taking place on the ship hull and 

helping to understand the state of the conservation treatment applied. The research 

has also consequence in heritage science for the conservation of archaeological 

wooden artefacts: the study of the treatment applied to the ship with Neutron 

imaging provides new information regarding the drying behaviour of different grades 

PEG and the effect that the treatment has on big scale artefacts. More broadly this 

research adds knowledge about wood, polymers, and water relations, thanks to 

neutron imaging providing the ability of observing with great resolution water 

patterns in the wood in drying environment.  

1.7.2 Aims and objectives  

This project aims at providing a better understanding of the Mary Rose hull behaviour 

after being PEG treated and during air drying to ensure long term preservation of the 

ship. It also aims at studying the PEG conservation treatment itself, and its 

effectiveness on large scale artefacts. Lastly, it aims at understanding how water 

moves within a wood structure when a polymer is present in the archaeological 

wood. 

The specific objectives of this research project are: 
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x To monitor the change in moisture content in the timbers as the ship is drying 

x To monitor the movements taking place on the hull, both globally and locally 

x To provide alternative monitoring methods for the ship movements 

x To provide a record of the drying of the PEG treated timbers 

x To understand mechanisms of water loss in PEG treated wood  

x To compare water movements in treated and untreated wood 

x To link the moisture loss to ship movements 

x To have a complete overview of what is the state of the ship  

x To suggest future actions to ensure the ship preservation  
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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2.1 MOISTURE CONTENT MONITORING 

2.1.1 Core extraction and moisture content determination 

The hull of the Mary Rose is a large and complex structure: to monitor the drying 

behaviour of the PEG treated timbers it is necessary to measure not only the surface 

but also the inner parts of the timbers. The only effective method to measure the 

moisture content in the ship’s timbers is to collect samples of the wood and to 

analyse them using the gravimetric method as explained in section 1.4.4.  

To collect the samples a manual wood corer is used. This functions as a drill, and once 

the desired depth is reached and the corer is extracted from the wood, a cylindrical 

sample is obtained (Figure 2.1). Once collected, the samples are immediately 

extracted from the corer and wrapped in cling film in order to prevent moisture loss. 

It is important to analyse the wet samples as soon as possible in order to accurately 

measure moisture levels. The samples are cut with stainless steel single sided blades 

(Figure 2.1, lower).  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Core samples collection. A corer being used on the Starboard side of the ship 

(lower, left). A core sample being cut with a single sided blade ( lower, right). 
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The top 30 mm are cut in segments 5 mm length. The rest of the cores are cut in 10 

mm length. This is due to the importance of having accurate monitoring of the surface 

drying rate. The wet segments are weighed on an analytical balance with 0.1 +/- 0.05 

mg precision. They are then placed in aluminium foil trays and put in the oven at 105 

°C for 24 hours (Piva 2012, Babiński et al., 2014, Eriksen et al., 2015). After this time 

they are weighed again. The moisture content is expressed as a percentage and 

calculated with Equation 1. The oven dry samples are kept stored in sealed plastic 

bags. This is the easiest and low cost way to minimize water intake and to protect the 

samples for possible future usage.  

𝑀𝐶% =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑤 − 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑂𝐷

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑂𝐷
× 100 

Equation 1: Determination of moisture content percentage where massw is the moist mass. 

massOD is the oven dry mass. 

Collecting samples is an invasive process, as some material is taken from the 

archaeological artefact. In addition, the analysis to measure the moisture content is 

itself partially destructive, since the samples are kept at high temperature in order to 

remove all the water from the wood. Nonetheless the use of this technique is justified 

because it is the only method to give accurate and depth specific information about 

the moisture content in the wood. Moreover, due to the large dimensions of the 

remaining hull of the ship the amount of material actually collected and destroyed is 

an extremely low percentage of the total archaeological material. The sampling 

procedure is therefore conducted respecting two of the ethical rules discussed in 1.2: 

minimal intervention and aesthetic perception. 

2.1.2 Selection of sample locations from the hull 

Because only a small number of samples can be collected, the sampling areas are 

chosen in different locations of the hull to ensure that the data is representative of 

the entire ship. The corer used to collect samples has a diameter of 5.5 mm, a size 

big enough to render the sampled areas too visible if too many samples are collected 

close to each other: the hull would appear covered in holes if sampling was not done 

with discretion (Figure 2.2). Taking a limited number of samples has other reason 

than ethical. First of all, limiting the number of core samples collected will reduce the 
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weakening of the wood timbers because the structure cannot withstand excessive 

loss of material. Secondly, areas known to be too fragile have not been sampled or 

have been sampled less frequently due to the difficulty and danger for Mary Rose 

staff in reaching some of the locations.  

 

Figure 2.2: Cores holes left on the ship hull  

The Mary Rose has been drying in a controlled environment at 19qC and 54% RH since 

May 2013. The monitoring of the moisture content started the week the PEG sprays 

were turned off. The analyses of the first year of drying are published in the Master’s 

Thesis “Analyses on the timbers of the Tudor warship Mary Rose” (Piva, 2014). In the 

original sampling plan, developed in 2013, 38 locations were monitored. However, of 

these only 18 were collected regularly whereas the remaining 20 where sampled at 

less regular intervals. The samples were collected mainly from the frames, which are 

generally thicker and more robust timbers. A smaller portion of the samples was 

collected from the floor planking and from the external planks on the Starboard side. 

The samples are distributed on all the levels of the ship: Hold, Orlop, Main Deck were 

equally sampled leaving only the smaller Upper Deck with less frequent sample 

collection periods due to its structural instability. Samples are taken mainly from the 

internal side of the hull and six locations from the exterior of the Starboard side, both 

in the upper and in the lower parts of the ship. All the sampling areas cover both the 

Stern, middle and Bow end portions of the ship. An overview of all the samples 

collected in the samples collected from May 2013 until the present day is given in 

Table 2.1.  
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CODE SIDE DECK GENERAL LOCATION N° OF COLLECTIONS 

MCS01 Starboard side (low) Stern end 15 

MCS02 Starboard side (high) Stern end 21 

MCS03 Starboard side (low) Centre 16 

MCS04 Starboard side (high) Centre 17 

MCS05 Starboard side (low) Bow end 16 

MCS06 Starboard side (high) Bow end 16 

MCH01 Port side Hold Internal plank - Stern end 14 

MCH02 Port side Hold Internal plank - Centre 15 

MCH03 Port side Hold Internal plank - Bow end 14 

MCH04 Port side Hold External plank - Stern end 13 

MCH05 Port side Hold External plank - Centre 14 

MCH06 Port side Hold External plank - Bow end 14 

MCH07 Port side Hold Beam - Stern end 3 

MCH08 Port side Hold Beam - Centre 3 

MCH09 Port side Hold Beam - Bow end 3 

MCH10 Port side Hold Keelson 2 

MCO07 Port side Orlop Internal side plank - Stern end 15 

MCO08 Port side Orlop Internal side plank - Centre 15 

MCO09 Port side Orlop Internal side plank - Bow end 16 

MCO10 Port side Orlop Knee - Stern end 3 

MCO11 Port side Orlop Knee - Centre 4 

MCO12 Port side Orlop Knee - Bow end 3 

MCM01 Port side Main Deck beam - Stern end 3 

MCM02 Port side Main Deck beam - Centre 3 

MCM03 Port side Main Deck beam - Bow end 3 

MCM04 Port side Main Plank - Stern end 3 

MCM05 Port side Main Plank - Centre 3 

MCM06 Port side Main Plank - Bow end 3 

MCM07 Port side Main Internal side plank - Stern end 17 

MCM08 Port side Main Internal side plank - Centre 16 

MCM09 Port side Main Internal side plank - Bow end 17 

MCM10 Port side Main Knee - Stern end 3 
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MCM03 Port side Main Knee - Centre 3 

MCM03 Port side Main Knee - Bow end 3 

MCU01 Port side Upper Beam - Stern end 3 

MCU02 Port side Upper Beam - Bow end 3 

MCU03 Port side Upper Plank - Stern end 3 

MCU04 Port side Upper Plank - Bow end 3 

Table 2.1: Overview of the core samples location and frequency of collection.  

However during the following years fewer samples have been collected. In the 

second year of drying samples were collected every two or three months. Moreover, 

from the third year onwards it was decided that only five cores were going to be 

collected once per year. The five samples chosen were still representative of the 

whole ship structure and are distributed as pictured in 

Figure 2.3.  

 

 

Figure 2.3: Maps of the five core sampling. 

In the last round in 2017 though only one core was collected from the Starboard side. 

This makes the 2017 results less representative for the whole ship. However the 

choice of reducing both number of samples collected and frequency is due not only 

to aesthetic and ethical reasons previously described. Indeed, as the PEG dries and 

the wood becomes harder, the difficulty in collecting the core samples has increased 

noticeably. This also leads to the corers themselves to heat up with the friction and 

S02 - TIMBER 

H03 - PLANK 

H01 - PLANK 

S03 - PLANK 

S06 - TIMBER 
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altering the status of the wood which further dries before it is measured, introducing 

a possible random error in the MC% calculated. The later results are therefore not as 

accurate as in the first years, making the analysis itself less useful.  

2.1.3 Analyses of the moisture content data  

The observations made during the analyses of the first year samples highlighted two 

issues to consider in future measurements. Firstly, the surface of all the timbers in 

the ship is extremely fragile. Very often when the core sample is collected the surface 

crumbles and it is not always possible to collect all of the fragments. The results for 

the surface of the wood are therefore susceptible to high errors. Secondly, due to the 

differences in structural elements sampled, the variability of the areas sampled and 

the sampling technique adopted, all the core samples are of different lengths. The 

variability in length is due both to different thickness of timbers and to the possibility 

that the cores break half way inside the timbers, without reaching the opposite 

surface. With these two considerations the comparison between cores is therefore 

very difficult. To overcome these random errors it was decided to pick three depth 

points for comparison. These are surface (0-5 mm), depth 1 (10-15 mm) and depth 2 

(50-60 mm). The values for each depth are calculated by averaging the MC% values 

with the surrounding segments: the surface (0-5 mm) is averaged with the segment 

5-10 mm; depth 1 is averaged with 5-10 mm and 15-20 mm; depth 2 is averaged with 

40-50 mm and 60-70 mm (Piva, 2014). 

2.2 DYNAMIC VAPOUR SORPTION ANALYSIS 

2.2.1 Principles of Dynamic Vapour Sorption 

Dynamic Vapour Sorption (DVS) is a gravimetric technique used to describe the 

interaction between a material and vapour in the surrounding environment. The 

technique evaluates the reactivity of a material to a vapour, obtained by measuring 

how much of a solvent is absorbed by a sample, and how much time the absorption 

process takes. The result is a sorption-desorption isotherm that helps understand the 

behaviour of the material tested (Xie et al., 2011, Sheokand at al., 2014). For this 

study, the resulting isotherms are necessary for the Neutron imaging experiments: 
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the types of wood samples and PEG treatment are therefore used in both techniques. 

A sample is exposed to a controlled environment where the temperature is usually 

kept constant and the concentration of the surrounding vapour is set to change in 

predefined steps. Water vapour is the solvent most commonly used. During the 

analysis, the sample must reach gravimetric equilibrium with the environment before 

being exposed to any other level of relative humidity. The change in the mass of the 

sample is recorded over time.  

A DVS instrument (VTI-SA+ Vapour Sorption Analyser) consists of a temperature 

controlled chamber with temperature and humidity probes, containing a 

microbalance. This is able to detect weight changes lower than 1 part in 10 million. 

The balance measures the change in weight of both a pan that functions as sample 

Holder and of a reference pan, where a material with known behaviour acts as control 

in the experiment. In order to achieve the different RH conditions a mass flow 

controller mixes in appropriate proportions flows of dry gas and saturated vapour 

gas. The dry gas is pumped into the instrument from an outside tank. The saturated 

gas is obtained by flowing the dry gas into a solvent reservoir. The instrument is 

controlled by an external computer with a specific DVS control software (TA Universal 

Analysis software) which provides an interface for the setup of the experiment and 

automates the plotting of the results in the graphs.  A schematic of a DVS instrument 

is shown in Figure 2.4. 

   

Figure 2.4: DVS instrument at EMPA (left) and schematic of an instrument (modified from 

Simo-Tagne et al., 2016) (right). 
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2.2.2 Mary Rose samples for DVS testing 

Three samples from the Mary Rose were tested, all small fragments with weight 

below 20 mg. One sample was left untreated, one treated with PEG 200, and one 

treated with PEG 2000.  

2.2.3 DVS experimental set up 

All samples are tested with the same set up. Initially the samples are completely dried 

at 25qC and 0%RH. The running temperature is then kept stable at 19qC. The steps of 

the experiment were picked around the main RH % points of interest for the Mary 

Rose samples sorption and desorption of water vapour. These are: around 50 % RH 

because that's the ship controlled environmental condition, and around 80 % RH 

because of the pre conditioning of the samples for the Neutron imaging experiments. 

In addition, in a preliminary test of PEG 2000 it appeared that 90 % RH is a significant 

step in the polymer behaviour. The %RH steps picked, including two cycles of sorption 

and desorption of water vapour, are therefore the following: 5, 25, 45, 50, 55, 65, 75, 

80, 85, 90, 95, 90, 85, 80, 75, 65, 55, 50, 45, 25, 5. Each step is kept until equilibrium 

is reached. Equilibrium is considered to be when no change above 0.01%wt is 

detected within a 5 minute interval. However, the experiments are set to 

automatically carry on after 1600 minutes at each step.  

2.2.4 Vapour sorption isotherm analyses 

The graph obtained shows the effect of controlled change in RH on the sample 

weight. Although the DVS software has an automated output, the results are 

exported into Excel. 

2.3 NEUTRON IMAGING 

Neutron imaging techniques are non-destructive inspection methods. Like X-rays and 

y-rays, neutrons penetrate matter with relative ease and therefore can create images 

according to neutron attenuation properties of the different elements present in the 

samples analysed. However, unlike in X-ray imaging, the interaction of neutrons by 

matter is not dependant on mass of the elements. Thus far, no theory far can predict 

this interaction, which varies across the periodic table - for example, there is high 
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interaction for boron and little for lead. What is known is that neutrons interact 

mainly at the nucleus level with the atoms they encounter in their path, and when 

interaction occurs, it leads mainly to scattering of the neutrons. It happens that 

neutrons are quite sensitive to hydrogen making it possible to run analyses on 

materials such as water. The fact that hydrogen interacts significantly with neutrons 

should permit the examination by neutron radiography, in certain circumstances, of 

materials in contact with water which cannot be examined satisfactorily by X-rays or 

y-rays (Anderson et al., 2009, Berger 1965, Thewlis 1956). 

Neutron sources can generally be nuclear reactors, where neutron beams are 

produced by a chain reaction of nuclear fission, or spallation sources, where a heavy 

metal (such as mercury, tantalum, or lead) is used as target for a particle accelerator 

to produce a beam of neutrons. In the former case a large number of neutrons per 

unit area (flux) is available, whereas in the latter only 20 to 30 neutrons are produced 

per impact. Although more expensive, nuclear spallation source is a more suitable 

and controllable source for neutron imaging techniques because it produces a beam 

that is more easily pulsed, allowing even to form continuous beams. The neutrons 

produced have high energy and are therefore called fast neutrons. However neutron 

imaging may require neutron to be at specific speed, lower than when they are 

produced. They are therefore slowed down by passing through a material, such as 

water or graphite at room temperature, called moderator. The neutrons collide with 

the nucleus of the atoms of the moderator and slow down till the neutron energies 

will then be the same as the vibrational energies of the surrounding atoms. The 

neutrons obtained are called thermal neutrons, neutrons in thermal equilibrium with 

their surroundings at or near room temperature. For lower energy neutrons, a cold 

moderator, such as liquid deuterium, can be used to produce so called cold neutrons 

(Kaestner et al., 2011; Kardjilov et al., 2011; Fischer, 1997). 

2.3.1 Application of Neutron imaging to the Mary Rose 

The neutron imaging technique used in this project consists of a time series of 

radiographs: these provide movies of dynamic processes, such as humidity uptake or 

drying. For the Mary Rose samples the radiographies where used in conjunction with 
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experiments exposing the samples to controlled drying conditions, the samples being 

from PEG treated archaeological wood. These experiments are called “drying runs”.  

The experiments were run at the beamline NEUTRA (NEUtron Transmission 

RAdiography), the thermal neutron radiography station at the neutron spallation 

source SINQ of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland (Table 2.2 and 

Figure 2.5). Two time slots were allocated for this project based on scientific 

examination of two proposals. All the sample preparation, experiment planning and 

setup were conducted at EMPA, the Laboratory of Materials Science and Technology 

situated in Dübendorf, Switzerland, in collaboration with the Laboratory for 

Multiscale Studies in Building Physics at EMPA. 

Neutron energy 25 meV thermal Maxwellian spectrum 

Neutron flux at sample position >5 x 106 neutrons cm-2 sec-1 mA-1  

Maximum field of view 30 cm x 30 cm (h x w) 

Table 2.2: NEUTRA beamline features.  

 

Figure 2.5: Neutra beamline components. For the Mary Rose experiment the samples are 

put in position 2 along the beam (from https://www.psi.ch/sinq/neutra/components).  

2.3.2 Instrumentation 

An apparatus, designed by Stephan Carl at EMPA for water sorption/desorption 

experiments, was adapted to host the Mary Rose samples and setup in the beamline 

(Figure 2.6). The apparatus consists of a polystyrene block, hosting the samples 

within a “wind tunnel”, both mounted on a balance. The samples Holders were cut 

out of polystyrene, an insulating material almost invisible to the neutron beam. At 

the entrance of the wind tunnel an air pump generates an air flow at controlled 

velocity and the relative humidity (RH of the air is controlled upstream of the pump 
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with a humidity generator). The wind tunnel configuration allows the samples to be 

exposed to the controlled air flow on one of their sides, while the rest of the samples 

surface is kept insulated by polystyrene, thus without heat or moisture flow. The 

mean velocity of the air was originally set to 0.2 m/s, which is the air flow measured 

on the hull of the Mary Rose in the museum facilities. However, the speed was 

changed to 1 m/s in the second year of the experiments in order to accelerate the 

drying/wetting processes. Temperature and relative humidity sensors were placed 

both upstream and downstream of the wind tunnel to ensure the stability of the air 

conditions. A main advantage of the use of the wind tunnel is the knowledge of the 

exact boundary conditions imposed that the top surface, not only in terms of 

temperature and relative humidity, but also in terms of the air velocity profile in the 

air space, from which the convective heat and mass transfer coefficients are 

determined. Finally, the balance also was connected to the same data logger in order 

to have a record of the total mass changes in the samples during the experiment. The 

details of the camera set up in the beamline are shown in Table 2.3. 

 
Figure 2.6: The apparatus set up in the NEUTRA beamline (left). Fresh samples mounted in 

the sample Holder in the tangential orientation (right upper) and longitudinal orientation 

(right lower). The wind tunnel is indicated by red rectangles. 
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Camera Box midi 
Camera Kamera tisch bei 21 _ objektiv am anschlag bei 0.45 _ res 40um 
Lens Nikon, AF-S NIKKOR 50mm 1:1.4G, SN: 213200 (Lens 1) 
CCD-Size 2560 x 2160  [pixel] 

 

Field of View Length 97.4*95  [mm] 
 

Table 2.3: Beamline camera details  

2.3.3 Samples selection and preparation 

Three sets of samples were analysed: fresh wood, Mary Rose reference wood, and 

Mary Rose hull wood. 

FRESH OAK SAMPLES 

The first set of samples consisted of fresh oak, prepared as a test for the technique, 

and as a reference. Three pieces of wood were cut from the same timber: one left 

untreated to observe the base behaviour of wood, one treated with a solution of PEG 

200 at 40% concentration by immersion, and one treated with a solution of PEG 2000 

at 60% concentration by immersion. The two treatments used are the same as those 

applied on the Mary Rose timbers, as described in section 1.5.3. A total of nine 

samples were analysed in order to observe the behaviour of different treatments in 

each orientation of the wood. Hence, for each treatment (untreated, PEG 200, and 

PEG 2000) three samples were collected to analyse separately each orientation of the 

wood (radial, longitudinal, and tangential). The samples were cut as described in 

Table 2.4. 

 NO PEG PEG 200 PEG 2000 

RADIAL (RxTxL) 20x20x10 mm 20x20x10 mm 20x20x10 mm 

TANGENTIAL (LxRxT) 20x20x10 mm 20x20x10 mm 20x20x10 mm 

LONGITUDINAL (LxTxR) 20x10x10 mm 20x10x10 mm 20x10x10 mm 

Table 2.4: Archaeological and fresh wood samples sizes  

The size of the samples was chosen for two reasons. It was necessary to have 10 mm 

thickness and 20 mm width in order to obtain a surface on the samples big enough 

to impact the wood during the wetting/drying experiments, while also small enough 

to fit in the beam field. Having sample with height of 20 mm allowed observation of 
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how deep in the samples the drying front - marking the interface between saturated 

and partially dry regions - could reach, without being interrupted by a lack of 

material. However, the length of the samples was also connected to the size of the 

pieces they were cut from: in particular, due to the flat shape of the fragments, it was 

impossible to have longitudinal samples longer than 10 mm.  

MARY ROSE REFERENCE SAMPLES 

The second set of samples was collected from archaeological oak wood from the 

Mary Rose kept exclusively for research purposes. The samples were cut from three 

pieces coming from the same timber and which had been kept in the same conditions 

as the fresh oak samples formerly described (Figure 2.7). Another set of nine samples 

was cut following the same PEG treatment used for the fresh oak samples described 

in the previous paragraph. 

 

Figure 2.7: The three pieces of Mary Rose archaeological wood reserved for research 

purpose. In order from the left untreated wood, treated with PEG 200, and with PEG 2000 

samples. 

MARY ROSE HULL SAMPLES 

The last set of samples was archaeological wood from the Mary Rose hull. The 

samples were all cut from one single piece of wood from the Upper Deck (Figure 2.8). 

This fragment had been therefore treated as the rest of the ship: first sprayed with a 

solution of PEG 200 at 40% concentration for 10 years, then sprayed with a solution 

of PEG 2000 at 60% concentration for 9 years, and finally air dried in controlled 

environment at 19qC and 55%RH for 2.5 years before it was taken from the ship. The 

wood was cut with the aim of obtaining both samples from the surface and from the 
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inner part of the timber (at least 10 mm deep). The degradation level between 

surface and deeper areas in the wood can be very different on Mary Rose wood and 

it was part of the aim of this experiment to find out if there are any drying behaviour 

differences. For each type of wood, three samples were collected in order to analyse 

separately each orientation of the wood. The samples were cut as shown in Table 2.5. 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Archaeological wood piece from the Mary Rose with dimensions.  

 OUTER INNER 

RADIAL 10x20x10 mm 10x20x10 mm 

TANGENTIAL 15x20x10 mm 15x20x10 mm 

LONGITUDINAL 20x10x10 mm 20x10x10 mm 

Table 2.5: Mary Rose hull samples sizes 

PRE-TEST CONDITIONING 

The samples were all kept at room temperature and conditioned at 80% RH, both in 

the first and in the second set of experiments. The conditioning took place in the 80% 

RH environmental room at EMPA. The samples were weighted every 48h: tracking 

the samples mass stability over time helped ensure that the equilibrium with the 
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environment was reached. For transport to PSI the samples were put in sealed boxes 

containing solution pouches keeping the boxes RH stable at 80%.  

There are several reasons behind the choice of 80% RH conditioning for the samples. 

The aim of these experiments was to simulate the drying taking place on the Mary 

Rose hull since May 2013. The ship was completely wet (100% RH) when she started 

drying in an environment with 50% RH. However, it was noticed that with high RH 

(90%) the samples containing PEG 200 were experiencing material loss. This is due to 

PEG 200 being liquid at room temperature and extremely hygroscopic, causing the 

polymer to become less viscous and leaching out of the samples. On the other hand, 

PEG 2000 is very stable at low RH and only reacts with water at RH higher than 80% 

(see section 3.2). Therefore, the samples needed to be wet enough to show a drying 

pattern within the short time of the experiment but not too wet in order to keep the 

PEG inside the samples. It was found that 80% was the optimum RH for the 

conditioning of the samples. 

2.3.4 Drying run with concurrent radiography parameters 

At PSI the samples were kept in a conditioned box up until the time of the 

experiment. The samples were mounted in sample Holders in groups of three in order 

to maximise the number of samples tested in the time allocated for the experiment. 

The samples were grouped by orientation. This was the preferred approach due to 

different wood orientations having different behaviour in water sorption/desorption. 

Prior to and immediately after the analyses, the samples were weighed on an 

analytical balance with 0.1 mg accuracy. Therefore, the initial and final mass were 

recorded for each sample. As the balance in the beamline recorded the total water 

loss of the three samples together, the mass of each sample was necessary to 

calculate the drying rate for each sample, and to calibrate the neutron signal. The 

positioning of the samples in the beamline and the details about the setting used in 

the beamline are listed in Table 2.6.  

Once mounted in the beamline the samples were first kept conditioned for 20 

minutes at 80% RH. The balance in the beamline made sure the samples were stable 

at 80% RH, with no change in mass due to water loss or uptake. 
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Beam Mode: N-Ray 

Measuring Station: NEUTRA 

Measuring Position: 2 

Sample Scan: no 

Time Sequence: yes 

Scintillator: 50 um LiF 

Region of Interest: encompassing the three samples  [1] 
 

Readout Time: 200  [µs/pixel] 
 

Exposure Time: 30 [s] 
 

Proton Current: 1500  [mA] 
 

Table 2.6: Beamline settings 

The dry runs were planned to be carried out for 7 hours (only 5 hours for longitudinal 

drying samples) at 50% RH. The initial results obtained for the fresh oak & 

archaeological samples highlighted some issues, such as beam interruptions, 

undetectable changes in the samples, and slow drying patterns. To solve these issues, 

the drying runs were lengthened to 20 hours (7 hours for longitudinal drying samples) 

and the air velocity was increased from 0.2 m/s to 1.0 m/s. 

RUNS SAMPLE 1 SAMPLE 2 SAMPLE 3 DURATION 

Fresh oak - RADIAL No PEG PEG 200 PEG 2000 6h 

Fresh oak - TANGENTIAL No PEG PEG 200 PEG 2000 6h 

Fresh oak - LONGITUDINAL No PEG PEG 200 PEG 2000 5h 

Arch. oak - RADIAL No PEG PEG 200 PEG 2000 7h 

Arch. oak - TANGENTIAL No PEG PEG 200 PEG 2000 7h 

Arch. oak - LONGITUDINAL No PEG PEG 200 PEG 2000 3h 

Mary Rose oak - RADIAL Outer Inner  20h 

Mary Rose oak - TANGENTIAL Outer Inner  12h 

Mary Rose oak - LONGITUDINAL Outer Inner  10h 

Table 2.7: Summary of drying runs with list of samples per run and duration  

Table 2.7 shows a summary of the dry runs conducted with the list of samples 

analysed in each run and the duration of each experiment. Conditioning was always 

20 minutes prior to the start of the experiment. 
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After the drying runs all the samples were put in an oven at 105qC for 2 weeks in 

order to obtain the oven dry weight. Equation 1, restated here for clarity, was used 

to calculate the moisture content (MC) for each sample at the beginning in the 

80%RH conditioning and after the drying run. 

𝑀𝐶% =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑤 − 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑂𝐷

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑂𝐷
× 100 

Equation 1: Determination of moisture content percentage.  

2.3.5 Analysis of radiography data 

The data collected is in Flexible Image Transport System (.fits) format. The calibration 

of the data is carried out in MATLAB. First a series of corrections linked to the 

beamline used, the intensity of the beam, and the type of material analysed is 

applied. The signal is also adjusted for background and sample scattering effects. 

After these neutron imaging related corrections, the signal is analysed to yield the 

mass difference of each sample and is compared to the change of mass measured for 

each sample with the balance. When an adjustment is needed, a correction factor is 

calculated and applied to each sample. The need for correction factors for each 

sample stems from the diversity in materials: archaeological wood differs from fresh 

wood, and each PEG treatment has a different impact as well. Figure 2.9 is an 

example of how the beamline signal is corrected to resemble the balance drying rate. 

Once corrected, the data obtained give two types of information. First, by logarithmic 

subtraction between the radiographs it is possible to construct a map of the water 

distribution. The water content is expressed as mm of water thickness. This is the 

standard measure used in neutron imaging to quantify water. The values are not 

transformed into MC because to do so it would be necessary to know the dry matter 

content per pixel. This is however not possible due to the shrinkage of the wood. The 

image series are also overlapped with coloured maps in order to make the drying 

patterns of the samples better visible. From the images of each sample, smaller 

regions of interest (ROI) are identified and, from these, vertical water distribution 

graphs are produced, with water thickness values at each depth. Secondly, shrinkage 

can be measured. This is measured by simply overlapping the first image obtained 

when the samples are at 80% RH to the last image obtained of the drying sample. 
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Shrinkage is also calculated per pixel line at each depth of the sample and is expressed 

as a percentage of the initial size of the sample. All the graphs generated are show in 

the Results and Discussion section 3.3.  

  

Figure 2.9: Balance drying rate of the archaeological oak in the tangential orientation. The 

neutron beam signals are corrected by a factor of 1.5 in t he untreated sample, by a factor 

of 2 in the PEG 200 sample, and by a factor of 1.2 in the sample treated with PEG 2000.  

During most of the drying runs, the neutron beam was stable, however the camera 

of the beamline malfunctioned on several occasions. This led to loss of signal and 

images for part of the experiments. It was therefore decided to fix a common end 

time of the experiments at 6 hours in order to compare most of the results (expressed 

by the red line in Figure 2.10). 

 

Figure 2.10: List of drying runs with their duration and interruption . The two red circles 

indicate the only two runs that did not reach the 6 hours of drying.  
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2.4 STRUCTURAL MONITORING  

In order to monitor the movements on the Mary Rose hull two surveys were set up. 

The first survey aim was to control global movements, intended to investigate large 

changes such as shifts of the Decks and areas displacement. Initially a Total station 

was installed on the Port side for this scope. However, due to the lack of space on the 

Starboard side, the Total station was limited to the monitoring of the Decks only. A 

manual laser monitoring system was therefore developed for the control of the 

Starboard side. The second survey, a manual survey of markers distributed all over 

the hull of the ship, focused on local movements and aimed at inspecting smaller 

displacements in specific areas or within one single timbers, such as the development 

of cracks and gaps between planks.   

2.4.1 Global movements monitoring 

PORT SIDE – TOTAL STATION 

A Total Station is used to monitor the global movements taking place on the Port side 

of the hull. The total station is an instrument that accurately measures distances, 

angles and coordinates. It integrates an electronic theodolite, an instrument to 

measure angles in the vertical and horizontal planes, with an electronic distance 

meter. Measuring simultaneously angles and distances enables the determination of 

the location of particular points with high accuracy and precision. The model in use 

on the Mary Rose, provided by Leica GeoSystems, is a Leica NOVA TS50, with accuracy 

of 0,6 mm in distance measurements and 0,15 mgon in angle measurement. The 

instrument, which has been functioning since October 2014, is located on a post in 

front of the Port side of the ship at the height of the Orlop Deck and it records the 

location and movements of 35 targets placed on the hull of the ship (Figure 2.11). 

The total station records movements three times a day: 08:00, 16:00, and 00:15. At 

midnight (00:00) the instrument executes a self-check and calibration. The time of 

00:15 was chosen in order to have a time reference in which the museum is closed. 

This should ensure the lack of movement disturbances caused by visitors or workers. 

The 8:00 round takes place in the morning as the museum opens and the 16.00 round 

was chosen when the museum is about to close. In this way the movements of the 
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targets are recorded three times a day, uniformly spaced within the 24 hours. For 

each target, the total station has in memory its coordinates relative to a point of 

origin, located in the lower port side on the Stern end of the ship. When the total 

station does a round of measurements, it positions itself to locate each of the 

coordinates in memory, it scans the 5 mm x 5 mm area surrounding the coordinates, 

and records the new location of the target.  

 

Figure 2.11: The location of the total station in relation to the hull of the Mary Rose, 
indicated by a white circle. Example targets are marked with red circles and two of the 
references are marked with blue circles.  

The 35 targets are located on the beams of the Orlop Deck, Main Deck, Upper Deck 

and vertical timbers of the Castle Deck. They are given a code composed of two 

numbers. The first indicates the position of the beam along the hull, numbered 

starting from the Bow to the Stern end (01 to 12). The second number is given by the 

Deck they are in, starting from the Orlop to the Castle (01 to 04). The choice of the 

locations was limited by the presence of drying ducts that interfered with the line of 

sight of the total station. Therefore the position of the targets is not always consistent 

in its distance from the Decks, and they can be found at times closer to the hull while 
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in other locations they are at the very end of the timbers. In addition to the 35 targets 

located on the ship there are another 4 targets attached to the cradle with 

scaffoldings, which is assumed to be stable e.g. no movement expected. These 

targets are also recorded daily and used as movement references (Figure 2.12).  

 

Figure 2.12: The distribution of the targets and location of the total station in the port side. 

The references points are marked by stars. The point of origin for the targets’ coordinates 

is indicated by the solid yellow circle. Three arrows indicate the directions used: Northing 

(red), Easting (green), and height (blue).  

The data collected daily is stored automatically. The data consists of coordinates of 

each target, which are automatically measured and transformed into directional 

vectors. The vectors are visualised in terms of their individual components, relative 

to the hull of the ship, which are labelled: Height, Northing, and Easting. Leica 

Geosystem software allows for immediate visualization of the data for each target, 

in the form of displacement vs. time for each of the three components. The data is 

manually exported in text format, and it is processed with a Python program.  
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STARBOARD SIDE – MANUAL LASER MONITORING SYSTEM 

The manual laser monitoring system was developed due to the necessity to keep 

track of movements on the upper-level Starboard side of the ship where, because of 

space restrictions, it was not possible to obtain total station measurements. Thus, 

since June 2013, measurements of the distance between the Starboard side and 

cradle have been manually recorded and taken with a laser meter. This technique 

however was originally not accurate due to the difficulty in ensuring that the same 

position was used in measuring the Starboard side from the cradle’s beams. The 

method was therefore developed and in October 2014 eleven locations were 

identified and fixed on each beam with plastic shelves (Figure 2.13, left). Yet, this still 

gave only partial information about the hull’s movements, namely, the distance of 

the hull from the cradle. From December 2014, the point indicated by the laser on 

the hull from each fixed location was marked with a pin (Figure 2.13, right). 

Therefore, each subsequent measurement not only gave information about the 

movement in terms of distance from the hull, but also about the horizontal shifting 

of the Starboard side.  

   

Figure 2.13: Laser meter shelf attached to the cradle in the high Starboard side (left). Pin 

indicating initial laser posit ion, and current laser position (right). The red arrow and the 

blue cone indicates the distance pin/laser and the angle measured in addition to the 

distance cradle/starboard side. 

The measurements have typically been taken bimonthly, although there was a ten 

month interruption due to building work on site between 2015 and 2016. For each 

point, the measurement consists of the distance between the cradle and the ship, 
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the distance between the pin and the laser pointer on the ship, and the direction of 

the displacement of the laser in relation to the pin. The latter is recorded using a 

goniometer and it is translated into the direction that the hull of the ship is taking 

(which is opposite to the movement of the flag itself). All the data is recorded and 

analysed in Excel. 

2.4.2 Local movements monitoring 

The markers survey, initially developed by an intern student and a conservator at the 

museum in January 2014, has been carried out for over three years. The survey 

consists of identifying interest points in the entire structure of the ship and marking 

them with wire markers, made of marine grade stainless steel wire. The wire markers 

indicate the exact locations where cracks and gaps between elements of the ship 

should be measured. Each location is assigned a code, indicating the location in the 

Decks and the orientation of the structural element. Plans of the ship are used to 

carry out the survey, given the large number of locations to observe. The points are 

manually measured with a tape measure with 1 mm accuracy. The survey also 

includes 21 crack markers, showed in Figure 2.14. These were the original way to 

monitor the cracks appearing on the wood of the ship. However, the crack markers 

are fixed to the ship with 4 screws, which makes this method too invasive. For this 

reason the wire markers survey was developed, although the original markers were 

left on the ship and are still surveyed. The crack markers are designed with a grid 

which also has 1 mm accuracy. Both types of markers used for the local movement 

monitoring are however measured and recorded manually. In order to avoid 

blunders, the measurements were double checked by two different surveyors. 

Moreover the surveys were conducted over several days given the extremely tiring 

conditions of working in the ship hull.  In addition, due to the 1 mm accuracy of the 

instruments used in the survey and to prevent random errors misjudgement, any 

displacement smaller than 2 mm was considered as non-significant. 

The data from more than 477 locations were initially collected monthly. However in 

April 2015 it was decided that only bimonthly recording was necessary as the 

movements in the wood were too slow and small to be noticed in the monthly 

measurements. In June 2015 the surveyed points were updated and a further 100 
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critical areas were located and added to the survey. In contrast, about 30% of the 

original areas monitored were found to be stable and would therefore only be 

surveyed twice a year. The results of the hull survey and crack marker measurements 

are recorded in Excel, where tables and graphs are regularly updated to monitor the 

absolute movement of cracks and gaps in the wood timbers.  

 

 

Figure 2.14: Marker survey. Two wire markers indicating the position to measure a crack in 

the Hold (upper). One of the crack markers in the Hold (lower). 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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3.1 MOISTURE CONTENT MONITORING 
 

3.1.1 First year of drying 

The results of the core samples analyses in the first year of the air-drying monitoring 

plan (29th April 2013 to 1st May 2014) are presented in the Master thesis “Analyses 

on the timbers of the Tudor warship Mary Rose” (Piva, 2014). The study showed that 

the ship’s timbers had completely lost the free water contained in the wood. 

Moreover the surface, with MC% low as 10% in some areas, had lost also part of the 

bound water (the f.s.p. for oak is between 25% and 30% as mentioned in 1.4.3). 

Overall, the drying of the ship appeared to be quite homogeneous throughout the 

entire hull of the ship. The only variation found among the core samples analysed 

was between different structural elements tested. Thinner planks were completely 

dry after one year (MC% on average of 16 % throughout the entire core), whereas 

thicker timbers, although dry up to a depth of 30 mm, showed higher MC% levels 

deeper into the wood, up to 40%MC. The general trend observed suggests that 

different drying patterns were due to the anisotropic drying behaviour of wood and 

to different size and shape of the elements inspected rather than due to their location 

on the ship.  

3.1.2 Overview of second to fourth years of drying 

The cores are collected from the five locations that after the first year of drying were 

considered to be most representative of the entire hull of the ship shown in section 

2.1.2: H01 and H03 from the Hold, respectively from the Stern and from the Bow end 

of the hull; S02 and S06 from the upper Starboard side, respectively from the Bow 

and Stern end; S03 from the lower central part of the Starboard side. Only the latter 

location was sampled in 2017, for reasons explained in 2.1.2. It is important to 

consider the implications of having only one sample for the year 2017. Being wood a 

highly variable material (anisotropic behaviour, differences in macrostructure even 

within same specimen as explained in 1.4.2), unexpected drying behaviour observed 

in a core can be explained by a particular wood structure specific to that wooden 

element sampled. Therefore, although it was previously observed that cores from 

different areas of the ship hull show the same drying behaviour throughout the depth 
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of the hull timbers, the sample collected in 2017 is not proved to be representative 

of the entire hull of the ship. No samples are collected from the Orlop, Main, or Upper 

Deck because these were found to be already dry after the first year, as mentioned 

in 3.1.1, and too difficult and dangerous to reach for sample collection due to the 

instability of the flooring planks and the presence of the air ducts. 

  

  

 

Figure 3.1: Core samples behaviour in the five locations mainly collected between 2013 and 

2017. 
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By 2016, the surfaces in all the locations reached values below 15%, and are therefore 

considered dry. In addition all the cores show values between 10% and 22% 

throughout their whole length. In the Stern end locations S02 and H01, the biggest 

reduction in MC% took place in the first year, with the MC% values going from an 

average of 40% to 20%. In these two locations the samples collected in 2015 and 2016 

show small differences in MC% throughout the depth of the cores from the samples 

collected in 2014. However in the other three locations in the lower part of the 

Starboard side and in the Bow end of the hull (S03, S06, and H03), the loss of water 

was more gradual and spread evenly among the first three years of drying. The 

differences in drying trends in different locations on the hull seem to be related to 

the side of the ship (Stern or Bow) the samples were collected from but unrelated to 

the type of structural element analysed. The cause of these differences could be due 

to the air circulation and drying system in the ship hull. However, the number of 

samples compared is very small if considering the complexity of the Mary Rose 

structure. Given the variability of wood itself described in 1.4.2, the behaviour of the 

samples collected in 2014 from locations S02 and H01 could be just an exception to 

the general drying trend of the ship. 

In all cases, the surface of the samples is drier than the inner parts, unless the end of 

the core reaches the opposite surface of the timber, which is also exposed to the air 

and therefore drier than the inner parts. The only sample collected in 2017 from 

location S03 however seems to behave differently. In this case the inner part of the 

timber analysed appears to be drier than the surface. This core however was the only 

sample collected in 2017 and it is therefore not necessarily representative of the 

drying behaviour of the entire ship hull. The progress in drying of this location is 

showed more in detail in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Behaviour of all the cores collected from the location SO3 in the central lower 

part of the Starboard side. All the blue lines are cores collected first weekly, then 

fortnightly, and finally monthly, all in 2013.  

The core samples collected for location SO3 between 2013 and 2015 all show the 

same behaviour as described above, with the surfaces at lower MC% compared to 

the inner parts of the timber analysed. The sample collected in 2016 however seems 

to have the same MC% around 20% throughout the entire core. The following year 

the inner parts of the core have MC% below 10%, whereas at the two extremities the 

MC% is above 10%. This evolution in the distribution of water in the cores might be 

the consequence of the slow migration of water from inside the timbers to the 

surface in order to evaporate and reach equilibrium with the environment. In order 

to better analyse and compare the core samples taken from S03 location, three 

specific depths are considered, as mentioned in 2.1.3. The depths considered are: 

surface (0 to 5 mm), depth 1 (25 to 30 mm), and depth 2 (50 to 60 mm). The MC% 

values of the cores collected yearly from location S03 at these three depths are 

showed in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the three depth in the cores taken yearly from location S03 . The 

values considered were measured and calculated from the cores collected in May of each 

year. The bars indicate the standard deviation being the value of each averaged with the 

MC% of the surrounding segments as explained in 2.1.3.  

The graph shows that the surface of the cores had the fastest initial loss of water. In 

the first year the MC% went from 50% to 20%. In the second and third years it 

decreased only of 5% each year. This behaviour was underlined in the first year of 

analyses throughout the entire ship with only few exceptions (see section 3.1.1 and 

Piva, 2014 for detailed results). The MC% at 2 to 3 cm depth inside the timbers has 

consistently decreased 5 – 10 % each year throughout the 4 years of drying. The trend 

of MC% loss at depth 2 (6 to 7 cm deep inside the timbers) seems to be very different 

from the surface and from depth 1. The loss of MC% was initially very slow: in the 

first two years combined only 10% reduction took place. In the third year the MC% 

reduction has however increased, with a loss of 17% MC%. In the last year the loss 

was of 7%, with the depth of the timbers now having MC% below 10% as the rest of 

the cores.  

The behaviour of the drying of the cores might be explained by a shift of the water 

from depth 2 to the surface. It appears that the water bound to the inner parts of the 

timbers has finally reached the surface. If the MC% inside the timbers is below 10% 

in all the areas of the ship, the drying plan initial projection to have the timbers of 

the ship completely reached equilibrium with the environment throughout their 

entire depth by 2018 appears to be correct.  
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3.2 DVS RESULTS 

Figure 3.4 represents the DVS experiment run on the untreated archaeological 

sample. The sample had a maximum weight gain of 35%. The archaeological wood 

was very reactive to RH changes. As the RH increased however, the weight gain % 

also increased and the sample took longer to achieve EMC.  

 

Figure 3.4: DVS test of the Mary Rose untreated sample. The maximum weight % gain at 

95% RH was 35%. The first cycle took 4 days to complete. The experiment took 6 days 

although it was interrupted before completing the second cycle.  

This behaviour is shown in Figure 3.5. The sample Adsorption/Desorption isotherm 

shows an exponential weight % gain. The first 10% weight gain was achieved between 

50% and 60% RH. These are indeed the environmental condition in which 

archaeological wood is usually kept in museums and expected to have 10%MC. 

 

Figure 3.5: Adsorption/Desorption curve obtained for the Mary Rose untreated sample.  
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Figure 3.6 shows the DVS experiment run on archaeological sample treated with PEG 

200. The sample had a maximum weight gain of 56%, much higher than what 

observed in the untreated sample. The PEG 200 is very hygroscopic, consequentially 

the treated sample gained more weight with RH increase. As it happened in the 

untreated sample, at RH increased also the weight% gain increased and the sample 

took longer to achieve EMC.  

 

Figure 3.6: DVS test of the Mary Rose PEG 200 sample. The maximu m weight % gain at 95% 

RH was 56%.The first cycle took just over 5 days to complete. The experiment took 10 days. 

The behaviour of the PEG 200 archaeological sample is shown in Figure 3.7. The 

sample Adsorption/Desorption isotherm shows an exponential weight% gain. 

Although higher weigh% gain is reached at high RH, the MC% in the wood at 50% RH 

is 10%, as for the untreated sample.  

 

Figure 3.7: Adsorption/Desorption curve of the Mary Rose sample treated with PEG 200. 
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Figure 3.8 represents the DVS experiment run on the archaeological sample treated 

with PEG 2000. The sample had a maximum weight gain of 55% in the first cycle and 

58% in the second cycle. The PEG 2000 wood sample appears to be less reactive than 

the previous samples to changes in RH below 80%. Over 80% RH however the sample 

gained large amounts of water with a final weight% gain equal to the PEG 200 sample.  

 

Figure 3.8: DVS test of the Mary Rose sample treated with PEG 2000. The maximum weight  

gain was 58% at 95% RH. The first cycle took 8 days to complete and the second 10 days. 

This behaviour is shown in Figure 3.9. The sample Adsorption/Desorption isotherm 

shows a very slow weight % gain as the RH approaches 75%.  

 

Figure 3.9: Adsorption/Desorption curve of the Mary Rose sample treated with PEG 2000.  
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the highest gain in the intervals 85% - 90% RH and 90% - 95% RH. In desorption 

however all the RH step changes above 75% RH and up to 95% appear to have the 

same effect on water loss. 

The isotherms obtained for the three samples tested helped planning the neutron 

imaging drying experiments, which focused on the drying behaviour of the samples 

between 80% and 50% RH. 

3.3 NEUTRON IMAGING RESULTS 

3.3.1 Fresh oak samples  

Table 3.1 shows the initial MC% of the samples at 80 % conditioning, and MC% after 

6 hours of drying at 55% RH. The results are gravimetric calculations from the weight 

of the samples measured with an analytical balance at the start of the experiment 

and the weight at 6 hours intervals calculated by interpolation (since the experiment 

actually run for up to 20 hours as discussed in 2.3.5).  

 RADIAL TANGENTIAL LONGITUDINAL 

RH 80% RH 50% RH 80% RH 50% RH 80% RH 50% 

NO PEG 14.6 13.5 14.6 13.7 14.6 12.8 

PEG 200 35.7 33.2 39.0 37.0 39.0 34.0 

PEG 2000 13.8 12.6 14.2 13.0 14.2 11.4 

Table 3.1: Comparison between MC% of the fresh oak samples after being conditioned at 

80% RH and after 6 hours of drying at 50% RH.  

Initially, both untreated samples and samples treated with PEG 2000 have MC% 

between 13.8 and 14.6. The samples treated with PEG 200 show a much higher initial 

MC%, between 35.7 and 39.0. At the end of the experiment in the radial and 

tangential orientation of drying the untreated samples and the PEG 2000 treated 

samples show similar behaviour, with a loss on average of -1.1 MC%, while the PEG 

200 sample lost respectively 2.6 and 2.0 MC%. The longitudinal orientation, which 

allows all the samples to have the fastest drying, shows different behaviour among 

all three samples.  It must be noted that the drying run for the longitudinal samples 

was shorter than 6 hours. The untreated samples lost only 1.9 MC%, followed by the 
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PEG 2000 sample with 3.2 MC% loss and finally the PEG 200 sample with 5.4 MC% 

loss (Figure 3.10). 

 
Figure 3.10: Change of MC% in the fresh oak samples between conditioning at 80% RH and 

after 6 hours of drying at 50% RH.  

Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12, and Figure 3.13 show the drying pattern in the fresh oak 

samples, with the corresponding water thickness graph and shrinkage % graph. All 

the radiographies and graphs show only the top 10 mm from the surface of the 

samples exposed to the air flow in order to allow comparison between samples of 

different size.  

The untreated samples show a drastic difference from the treated samples. 

In all the three orientations observed, the untreated samples lost water along the 

natural structural elements of the wood, such as growth rings and rays as described 

in section 1.4.1. In all the orientations, both in the samples treated with PEG 200 and 

in the samples treated with PEG 2000, the drying front, which marks the interface 

between areas of the samples at initial MC and dryer regions, is uniform and 

progressing from the surface exposed to the drying air flow to deeper areas in the 

samples.  

The untreated samples in all orientations show high superficial water thickness 

reduction but the samples are almost unaltered at 2 mm depth. The treated samples 

show a gradual decrease in water thickness with depth in the samples, however it is 

possible to observe water thickness decrease up to 4 mm depth for the radial and 
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tangential samples and 5 mm depth for the longitudinal samples. All the longitudinal 

graphs (and radiographs) in Figure 3.13 show a deeper drying front than the radial 

and tangential samples, indicating a faster drying. This behaviour, noticed in the 

untreated samples and typical of wood as mentioned in section 1.4.2, is confirmed in 

the treated samples. The water thickness graphs of the samples treated with PEG 200 

show higher water loss compared to the untreated samples and the PEG 2000 

samples, which reflects the MC% data obtained by weighing the samples at the 

beginning and at the end of the experiments.  

Overall, the untreated samples consistently show higher shrinkage. The treated 

samples drying in the radial and tangential orientation show only small dimensional 

change or no change at all in the entire length of the samples. The longitudinal 

orientation appears to be the most susceptible to dimensional change (in the radial 

direction), probably due to the higher and faster water loss among all the fresh oak 

samples. The treated samples shrinkage behaviour reflects the gradual water 

thickness change in the depth. The samples drying in the tangential orientation show 

the lowest shrinkage values because the graphs describe the dimensional change in 

the radial direction (corresponding to the width of the imaged sample), which is 

usually smaller than the one observed in the tangential orientation (showed in the 

graphs of radial and longitudinal drying).  

One consideration must be made about very high shrinkage % values found on the 

surface of the samples. The shrinkage graphs show the vertical profile, which means 

that the reduction % of the width of the samples is measured. The surface of the 

samples however is affected also by the vertical reduction of the sample which can 

translate in disproportionally high shrinkage % values around Depth 0 the profiles.  
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FRESH OAK SAMPLES - RADIAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Final radiograph of fresh oak samples dried in the radial orientation. The 
samples were air dried at 50% RH for 6 hours. The upper side of each sample is the surface 
exposed to the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y axes of Depth. The graphs show the water 
thickness and the shrinkage vertical profiles of the radiographs  
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FRESH OAK SAMPLES – TANGENTIAL  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Final radiograph of fresh oak samples dried in the tangential orientat ion. The 
samples were air dried at 50% RH for 6 hours but due to a camera problem in the beam the 
graphs lack of 360 minutes series. The upper side of each sample is the surface exposed to 
the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y axes of Depth. The graphs show t he water thickness and 
the shrinkage vertical profiles of the radiographs .  
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FRESH OAK SAMPLES - LONGITUDINAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Final radiographs of fresh oak samples dried in the longitudinal orientation. 
The samples were air dried at 50% RH for 3 hours. The upper side of each sample is the 
surface exposed to the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y axes of Depth. The graphs show the 
water thickness and the shrinkage vertical profiles of the radiog raphs. 
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3.3.2 Mary Rose reference  

The initial MC% of the archaeological samples at 80 % conditioning and MC % after 6 

hours of the drying run experiment are shown in Table 3.2. In archaeological wood, 

untreated samples initially have higher MC% than fresh samples, on average 18.6. 

Samples with PEG 2000 treatment seem to behave more closely to the fresh samples, 

with MC% between 14.2 and 14.9. The samples treated with PEG 200 show again a 

much higher initial MC% but not as high as the fresh samples, between 27.5 and 29.8. 

These values are in agreement with the isotherm obtained for archaeological wood 

treated with PEG 200 in section 3.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: Comparison between MC% of the archaeological oak samples after being 
conditioned at 80% RH and after 6 hours of drying at 50% RH.  

At the end of the experiment in the radial and tangential orientation of drying the 

untreated samples and the PEG 2000 treated samples show similar behaviour, with 

a loss on average of -1.1 MC%, same as for the fresh samples. The PEG 200 sample 

lost respectively 1.7 and 1.6 MC %, lower than the loss in the fresh samples. The 

longitudinal orientation shows the most different behaviour between the 

archaeological samples and the fresh samples. The untreated samples lost only 2.8 

MC %, higher than PEG 2000 sample with 2.2 MC% loss and finally the PEG 200 

sample lost with 4.2 MC% (Figure 3.14). 

 

 RADIAL TANGENTIAL LONGITUDINAL 

RH 80% RH 50% RH 80% RH 50% RH 80% RH 50% 

NO PEG 18.5 17.2 18.8 17.6 18.7 15.9 

PEG 200 27.5 25.8 28.3 26.7 29.8 25.6 

PEG 2000 14.2 13.3 14.6 13.7 14.9 12.6 
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Figure 3.14: Change of MC% in the Mary Rose reference samples between conditioning at 
80% RH and after 6 hours of drying at 50% RH. 

3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 show the drying pattern in the archaeological oak samples, with 

the corresponding water thickness graph and shrinkage % graph. All the 

radiographies and graphs show only the top 10 mm from the surface of the samples 

exposed to the air flow in order to allow comparison between samples of different 

size. 

As it was observed in the fresh oak samples, in all the orientations untreated Mary 

Rose reference samples lost water along the structural elements of the wood. In the 

treated samples, both with PEG 200 and PEG 2000, the drying front is uniform and 

progressing from the surface exposed to the drying air flow to deeper in the samples 

(for the radial and tangential orientation only since longitudinal radiographs are 

damaged). The sample treated with PEG 200 however have a more defined drying 

front, whereas in the PEG 2000 samples in the radial orientation the drying partially 

follows the rays in the wood structure. 

The water thickness graphs, as for the radiograph, show a similar behaviour of the 

archaeological wood to that of fresh wood. All the untreated samples have high 

superficial decrease in water thickness. The treated samples show more gradual 

decrease of water thickness in relation to depth. PEG 200 samples show the highest 

loss of water. In archaeological samples, however, it is possible to notice that the 

difference in decrease in water thickness with depth between untreated and PEG 

2000 samples is smaller than observed in fresh oak samples. This should not be 
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surprising, considered the higher degradation level of archaeological samples which 

cause the wood to be more porous, and therefore facilitate the water loss in the 

untreated samples.  

The extent of shrinkage in the Mary Rose samples is overall higher than in the fresh 

samples, unsurprisingly. The untreated samples show shrinkage not only on the 

surface, but all along the depth of the samples. Between the two treatments, PEG 

200 appears to be the most effective in the prevention of shrinkage in spite of the 

higher change in water thickness. It must be remembered however that PEG 2000 is 

characterised by larger molecules which struggle in penetrating less degraded wood. 

The low efficacy of the PEG 2000 treatment could be therefore due to a scarce 

penetration of the polymer into the wood. The shrinkage % graphs of this experiment 

underline the degraded nature of the samples and the necessity to treat 

archaeological wood to prevent shrinkage upon drying even over short periods of 

drying environmental conditions. 
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MARY ROSE REFERENCE SAMPLES – RADIAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Final radiograph of Mary Rose reference samples dried in the radial 
orientation. The samples were air dried at 50% RH for 6 hours. The upper side of each 
sample is the surface exposed to the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y axes of Depth. The 
graphs show the water thickness and the shrinkage vertical profiles of t he radiographs  
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MARY ROSE REFERENCE SAMPLES - TANGENTIAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Final radiograph of Mary Rose reference samples dried in the tangential 
orientation. The samples were air dried at 50% RH for 6 hours. The upper side of each 
sample is the surface exposed to the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y axes of Depth. The 
graphs show the water thickness and the shrinkage vertical profiles of the radiographs   
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MARY ROSE REFERENCE SAMPLES – LONGITUDINAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17: Final radiograph of Mary Rose reference samples dried in the longitudinal 
orientation. The samples were air dried at 50% RH for 6 hours. The upper side of each 
sample is the surface exposed to the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y axes of Depth. Due to 
software problem, the PEG 200 and PEG 2000 images are damaged and do not represent 
the samples correctly. The graphs show the water thickness and the shrinkage vertical 
profiles of the radiographs  
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3.3.3 Mary Rose hull samples results 

Table 3.3 show the initial MC% of the samples at 80% conditioning, and MC% at the 

fixed end chosen after 6 hours of the drying run experiment on Mary Rose samples 

from the hull of the ship. Initially, outer samples have high MC%, between 25.6 and 

31.4, previously noted on samples with PEG 200 treatment. The inner samples show 

a lower initial MC%, between 13.2 and to 14.7, which was found on samples with PEG 

2000 treatment.  

 RADIAL TANGENTIAL LONGITUDINAL 

RH 80% RH 50% RH 80% RH 50% RH 80% RH 50% 

OUTER 31.3 24.1 25.8 22.0 25.6 24.2 

INNER 14.7 8.1 14.6 11.5 13.2 11.5 

Table 3.3: Comparison between MC% of the fresh samples after being conditioned at 80% 

RH and after 6 hours of drying at 50% RH. 

At the end of the experiment in the radial orientation shows the highest MC% loss, 

followed by tangential and longitudinal orientation. All the orientations appear to 

have consistent MC% loss between outer and inner samples. However contrary to 

both fresh and archaeological reference samples analysed before, in the Mary Rose 

samples from the hull the longitudinal orientation shows a lower loss of MC% 

comparable to both radial and tangential orientation, with a MC% change of -1.4 for 

the outer sample and -1.7 for the inner sample (Figure 3.18).  

 

Figure 3.18: Change of MC% in the Mary Rose reference samples between conditioning at 

80% RH and after 6 hours of drying at 50% RH. 
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In this case, it is important to consider the degradation state of the wood from the 

Mary Rose used for the experiment. The two samples cut for the longitudinal drying 

experiment appeared to be in far better conservation state than the two samples for 

tangential and the two samples for radial drying. The radial outer sample in particular 

are extremely degraded, and therefore the porosity of the wood might have a role in 

the higher loss of MC%.  

Figure 3.22 and 3.23 show the drying pattern in the Mary Rose hull samples with the 

corresponding water thickness graph and shrinkage % graph. All the radiographies 

and graphs show only the top 10 mm from the surface of the samples exposed to the 

air flow in order to allow comparison between samples of different size. 

The outer samples in radial and tangential drying show higher water loss on the 

surface and have a drastic reduction of water loss from 1 mm depth. The shrinkage, 

although higher on the surface, progresses also deeper in the samples. In the 

radiograph of the radial drying outer sample it is possible to clearly see an outer layer 

4 mm thick of extremely degraded wood over the rest of the sample in which the 

wood features are more visible. The radiograph of the tangential outer sample does 

not show wood structure, likely due to high degradation. The outer longitudinal 

sample shows a trend in water thickness change and shrinkage more similar to the 

PEG treated samples previously discussed.  

The inner samples show both in the radiograph and in the water thickness change 

that the water follows the wood structure. In the water thickness graph of the radial 

inner sample it is even possible to notice five peaks in relation to the position of the 

growth rings in the sample. The inner sample in the longitudinal orientation, shows a 

change in water thickness more pronounced than the outer sample but similar in 

trend.  

Overall the Mary Rose hull samples in radial and tangential drying show a very high 

decrease in superficial water thickness (between 2 and 3 mm compared to the 1 to 2 

mm in the Mary Rose reference samples). The water thickness change moreover 

reaches higher depth than the reference samples. Peaks can be notice on the surface 

but the shrinkage progresses gradually more in depth.  
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Both the inner and outer samples appear to completely lack in PEG 200 treatment. 

As mentioned in 1.5.2, PEG 200 can penetrate deeper in the wood and it is usually 

found in inner parts of the artefacts, while the outer degraded layers are filled with 

PEG 2000. The samples considered inner were most likely not enough deep into the 

wood, given the small size of the timber all the samples were cut from (see Figure 

2.8). The behaviour of the Mary Rose hull samples could be related not only to the 

presence of solely PEG 2000 treatment, but also to a higher level of degradation 

compared to the reference samples. The variety of behaviour found among the 

samples, particularly between the longitudinal and radial samples, suggests that the 

PEG treatment is not uniform in the Mary Rose’s hull.  

3.3.4 Overview of Neutron imaging results 

The neutron imaging of the samples in the drying run simulations showed that PEG 

treatment has a big impact on the drying pattern of the wood. Moreover, different 

PEG treatments affected the samples in different ways.  

The PEG treatments make the drying patterns in the wood more uniform. PEG also 

helps the flow of water to the surface from deeper regions of the wood. The 

treatments themselves do not impact the ratios of drying rates between different 

orientations. In all of the samples, the longitudinal orientation always shows the 

fastest water loss, followed by radial and tangential orientations. It is worth pointing 

out that while the ratios are relatively constant within each wood type and 

treatment, the absolute values vary.  

With regards to shrinkage, PEG 200 treatment showed to be the most effective 

treatment to prevent dimensional change. The untreated archaeological samples and 

the Mary Rose hull samples show the largest shrinkage. In the former case the lack 

of treatment is the cause. In the latter case, due to the high degradation of the wood, 

a higher shrinkage would be expected.  
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MARY ROSE HULL SAMPLES – OUTER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19: Final radiograph of Mary Rose hull samples dried from the inner parts of the 

wood. The samples were air dried at 50% RH for 6 hours. The upper side of each sample  is 

the surface exposed to the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y axes of Depth. The graphs show 

the water thickness and the shrinkage vertical profiles of the radiographs.  
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MARY ROSE HULL SAMPLES – INNER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20: Final radiograph of Mary Rose hull samples dried from the inner parts of the 

wood. The samples were air dried at 50% RH for 6 hours. The upper side of each sample is 

the surface exposed to the air flow, marked by 0 on the Y ax es of Depth. The graphs show 

the water thickness and the shrinkage vertical profiles of the radiographs . 
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3.4 STRUCTURAL MONITORING RESULTS 

3.4.1 Global movements analysis 

PORT SIDE RESULTS – TOTAL STATION 

The movement of the four references measured daily by the total station, located at 

the four extremities of the hull of the ship (Bow end high and low, Stern end high and 

low), are shown in Figure 3.21. All the references appear to be stable over time. 

However it is possible to notice two types of movements in the graphs showing the 

displacement of the references. The first type of movement is a jump of all the Height 

data that took place between December 2015 and October 2016. All the reference 

points show the same positive jump of 2 mm in this period, apart from reference Ref 

03 which has a negative jump of 5 mm in the same period. The jump can be explained 

by a repositioning of the Total station which was serviced and replaced at this time. 

The slight change in position of the Total Station is shown in Figure 3.21 (E), 

representing the location of the Total station itself which checks its own position daily 

before the scanning round of the targets.  When reinstalled, the machine was not 

accurately sited, but this was rectified at the end of 2016, and all the displacement 

data continued with the same trend as before December 2015. The second type of 

movement is an oscillation which can be noticed in two different periods between 

2016 and 2017. The oscillation affects the Easting component of 10 mm and the 

Northing component of 3 mm. The oscillation is constant in all the targets measured. 

This latter movement is caused by a malfunctioning of the Total station. It affects 

each target in different proportions but it is consistent in each target and should be 

ignored in analysing the displacement of the beams.  
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 A B  

C D  

E  

Figure 3.21: Displacement graphs of the four reference points and of  the Total Station itself. 

A: Reference in the Bow end, high. B: Reference in the Stern end, high. C: Reference in the 

Bow end, low. D: Reference in the Stern end, low. E: Displacement of the Total Station.  

As mentioned in section 2.4.1, the Total Station measures the displacement of the 

targets in three orientations relative to the hull of the Mary Rose: Height, which is 

the vertical displacement, Easting, which is the Starboard-Port side displacement, 

and Northing, which is the Bow-Stern displacement. The results are presented and 

analysed divided per orientation of displacement (Height, Easting, and Northing) and 

then divided by Deck. 
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The values of Height displacement of the targets measured between October 2014 

and September 2017 are shown in Table 3.4. The Height displacements are always 

negative, which means that all targets are moving downward (apart from points 

05.01 and 11.04, pushed up by scaffoldings). This behaviour is expected due to the 

force exerted by gravity. The range of Height displacements goes form the largest 

displacement of 120 mm found for target 05.04, to the minimum displacement of 8 

mm measured for point 08.01. Target 05.04 is the target that overall shows the 

largest displacement in any direction of all the targets. 

Beam Orlop Main Upper Castle 
1 -34 -47 

 
-99 

2 -21 -42 -63 
 

3 -25 -45 -56 -103 
4 -9 -30 -60 

 

5 12 -71 -72 -120 
6 

 
-48 -104 -62 

7 -31 -16 
  

8 -8 -24 
 

-87 
9 -29 -28 -65 -55 

10 -17 
  

-46 
11 -8 -24 

 
3 

12 
  

-84 
 

Table 3.4: Height displacement of the targets between October 2014 and September 2017 

divided by Deck. 

The targets located in the Castle Deck show the largest displacements. These timbers 

have only limited support and are therefore freer to move. The targets in the Upper 

Deck are all showing a vertical displacement between 46 and 104 mm with an 

average of 71 mm displacement. The targets located in the Main and Orlop Deck 

show the least vertical displacement, with values between 8 and 71 mm and an 

average of 11 mm displacement in the Orlop Deck and 37 mm of average 

displacement in the Main Deck. These are the only two Decks supported by 

scaffoldings. Indeed, starting from November 2013 scaffoldings were put in the hull 

of the ship, standing on the Hold and supporting some beams on the Orlop Deck due 

to twisting. However, since then additional scaffolding have been added to most 

beams of the Orlop and raised to the Main Deck. Although the Height displacement 

of the beams in these two Decks has not completely stopped, their smaller 
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displacement compared to Castle and Upper Deck movements suggest that the 

scaffolding are having a positive effect in supporting the ship. 

The values of Easting displacement of the targets measured between October 2014 

and September 2017 are shown in Table 3.5. The Easting orientation shows overall 

the least displacement. Although the maximum displacement is 82 mm for point 

03.04 (a loose timber from the castle Deck), fourteen points show a total 

displacement of less than 10 mm and should therefore be ignored since 10 mm was 

the anomaly oscillation tracked by the reference targets. Most of the points have a 

negative value, indicating a movement away from the Starboard side.  

Beam Orlop Main Upper Castle 
1 -5 -1 

 
-43 

2 -12 3 -18 
 

3 -14 2 -40 -82 
4 -21 6 -38 

 

5 -14 3 -28 -79 
6 

 
6 -17 -50 

7 -10 -1 
  

8 -13 8 
 

-76 
9 -2 12 -7 -18 

10 -11 
  

9 
11 -13 4 

 
4 

12 
  

11 
 

Table 3.5: Easting displacement of the targets between October 2014 and September 2017 

divided by Deck.  

The higher targets, in the Castle and Upper Deck are significantly negative moving 

towards the Port side. In the Main Deck the targets are slightly positive, indicating a 

displacement towards the Starboard side. The Orlop Deck targets are all slightly 

negative in the Easting direction. This opposite pattern between Upper and Main 

Deck, shown in Figure 3.22, could indicate that the hull is slowly folding onto itself. 

Although the lower Decks appear to be more stable, with 9 out of 10 points showing 

a non-significant displacement, the upper part of the ship is folding into the Port side. 
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Figure 3.22: Easting displacement of the targets in the upper deck, uniformly shifting 

towards the port side (left) and easting displacement of the targets in the main deck, 

uniformly shifting towards the starboard side (right). 

The values of Northing displacement of the targets measured between October 2014 

and September 2017 are shown in Table 3.6. The maximum displacement measured 

for the Northing direction is 66 mm for point 05.01, which is located on the central 

part of the Orlop Deck.  

Beam Orlop Main Upper Castle 
1 4 -7 

 
-28 

2 -1 -33 8 
 

3 4 -16 14 -35 
4 31 -20 10 

 

5 66 -19 21 -18 
6 

 
-24 0 5 

7 -6 -33 
  

8 41 -20 
 

8 
9 2 -22 1 3 

10 60 
  

-30 
11 41 -15 

 
1 

12 
  

11 
 

Table 3.6: Northing displacement of the targets between October 2014 and September 

2017 divided by Deck. 

The Northing displacement shows very clear opposite trends between the Orlop, 

Main Deck, and Upper Deck. This trend is clearly visible in 

Figure 3.23, which shows the Northing displacement over time of the targets located 

in the Main and Orlop decks. 
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Figure 3.23: Northing displacement of the targets in the main and orlop decks. 

The targets in the Orlop Deck are all shifting towards the Bow end whereas the target 

on the Main Deck are all shifting towards the Stern. The Upper Deck, although to a 

lesser degree, is also shifting towards the Bow, which again is the opposite direction 

to the Main Deck. The higher targets of the Castle Deck show mixed behaviour, with 

some targets moving towards the Bow and some towards the Stern. This is possibly 

again explained by the fact that these timbers do not have any support and they are 

therefore freer to move. 

To support the Orlop Deck and attempt to stop or at least reduce the displacement 

of the beams towards the Bow, two diagonal braces were installed in December 2014 

in the Hold to support the 2nd and 3rd beam from the Bow end. After only three 

weeks, the total station data confirmed the effectiveness of the method.   

  

Figure 3.24: Displacement of target 03.01, located in the Orlop Deck on the third beam. 
Trend line 1 indicates the linear trend of the Northing displacement between October and 
December 2014, before the installation of the diagonal brace. The red linear trend line 
indicates the first change in trend of the displacement after the diagonal brace was 
installed, between January 2015 and March 2015.  
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The movement of the two beams targeted slowed down drastically, as shown in 

Figure 3.24 by the change in slope of the linear trend lines fitted to the northing 

displacement before and after the installation of diagonal braces. Moreover the 

trends of the neighbouring beams, the 4th and 5th, also showed a mild slowing of the 

trend. After an additional three months, the movement of the beam further slowed 

down and the target in beam 03.01 now appear to be stable in the Northing 

orientation as shown in Figure 3.24. 

The data obtained with the Total Station is shown in Figure 3.25. The image shows 

that movements are taking place at every location measured.  

 

Figure 3.25: Port side map of the Mary Rose hull with all the targets and their displacement 

in the three directions.  

All targets are affected by movements in all three directions, although to different 

extents. The displacements showed by the Total Station appear to be very constant 

over time. However it was possible to notice the effects of the scaffolding and 

diagonal braces installed in the ship hull. In general, there is a main tendency of all 

the points to drop downwards. The Orlop, Main, and Upper Decks are shifting in 

opposite directions, with the former and the latter moving towards the Bow and the 

Main towards the Stern. The displacement in Easting orientation indicate that the 
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higher part of the ship is folding into the Port side. The movements measured by the 

total station underline the need for extra support to the ship.  

It is important to remember that the location of the targets on the beams is not 

consistent throughout the ship hull. In some cases the targets are closer to the 

Starboard side than others, and in particular the targets positioned at the end of the 

beams cannot be considered an exact quantification of the shifting of the Decks. The 

beams are, for the vast majority, hanging with limited support at the very end. The 

movements recorded could therefore, in some cases, be due to a beam distortion 

rather than to the shifting of the entire Deck. Nonetheless, the general trend of the 

beams to move in the same direction indicates that the Decks are indeed moving, but 

it is possible that the quantification of the movement is not precise.  

STARBOARD SIDE RESULTS 

The manual laser survey in the Starboard side takes into account two different factors 

which can be separately analysed. First of all, the movements of the flags compared 

to the latest position of the laser pointer, located in fixed positions on the cradle, 

indicate the horizontal and vertical shift of the Starboard side. These correspond to 

the Northing and Easting displacement measured in the port side by the total station. 

Secondly, the distance of the Starboard side to the cradle, corresponding to the 

Easting displacement measured by the total station.  

The flag position indicates that the ship is shifting downwards, and that both the 

Stern end and the Bow end are leaning towards the centre of the hull. Figure 3.26 

shows the direction of the shifts that each flag has increasingly shown on the 

Starboard side since 2014. The magnitude of the displacement is between 45 and 65 

mm (Figure 3.27). The displacement is larger towards the Bow end and it reduces 

towards the Stern end. Although some fixed points on the cradle were damaged 

during the construction work for the new museum in 2016, the remaining points 

show a steady and constant movement of the Starboard side of the ship. The 

distances measured with the laser between the hull and the cradle are shown in 

Figure 3.28. From the graph it is possible to notice that most of the measured points, 

and therefore the ship, have a constant tendency to move further away from the 
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cradle. However the points towards the Bow end have moved much more than the 

points at the Stern end. The point measured from the cradle bay 11 appears to have 

gotten even closer but this is due to the fact that due to the downward and horizontal 

shifting of the Starboard side, which was previously mentioned, the laser is not 

always measuring the distance of the same element on the hull.   

 

Figure 3.26: Flags displacement direction measured in the Starboard side. The arrows are 

not proportional to the displacement.  All the points show that the hull is shifting 

downwards in the Starboard side, which is consistent with the displacement observed in 

the Port side. 

 

 

Figure 3.27: Quantitative displacement of each flag measured on the Starboard side. All the 

flags, both at the Bow, central area, and Stern end, show displacement over 40 mm.  
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Figure 3.28: Distance between the Starboard side and the fixed points on the cradle.  While 

the point at the Stern end show displacement over 40 mm, the points at the Bow end are 

more stable. The points the Bow end however were mostly compromised in the last year of 

survey due to the new museum work taking place in the ship hull.  

It appears that the Starboard side of the ship is shifting downward, with the upper 

parts especially at the Bow end folding towards the port side.  Quantifying the 

movements on the Starboard side is however not as straight-forward as reading a 

measurement on a tape measure. Indeed, a horizontal movement of the flags could 

be achieved not only by an actual horizontal shift of the entire hull of the ship, but 

also in part by asymmetrical downward movement of either the Bow or Stern into 

the port side. In a similar way, a laser reading indicating increasing distance between 

hull and cradle could also be due to the hull sliding downward and to the curvature 

of the Starboard side. Therefore, the interpretation of these results needs to be 

confirmed by further measurements of the internal planks in the port side. This could 

be achieved by placing new total station targets, since the drying air ducts have now 

been removed, or by a full laser scan of the ship. The laser pointer method has 

however proven extremely useful in this transitional phase when access to the ship 

structure is limited.  
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3.4.2 Local movements monitoring  

WIRE MARKERS 

Figure 3.29 shows the displacements measured on all the wire markers indicating the 

477 critical areas identified on the ship. The maximum displacement found is of 84 

mm in location H87 on the Hold. The average value of the displacement measured in 

all the markers is 5.5 mm. The histogram shows that 50% of the pints surveyed had a 

displacement below 2 mm and should therefore not be considered as critical points 

as discussed in 2.4.2. 

   

Figure 3.29: Displacement of all points surveyed on the hull of the (left). Distribution of the 

displacement divided by amount of displacement  (right)  

Table 3.7 shows the number of points surveyed per area on the hull.  

Area Nq points surveyed 
Starboard - High 74 
Starboard - Low 37 

Barge Deck 56 
Hold 147 

Orlop Deck 17 
Main Deck 59 

Upper Deck 21 

Table 3.7: Number of points surveyed per area on the hull.  

The Hold, which is the largest Deck of the remaining hull, has the most amount of 

measurement points. It is also important to note that the lower part of the hull and 

the Starboard side are the most accessible making it easier to identify and measure 
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critical areas. The least surveyed areas are the Orlop Deck and the Upper Deck, due 

to the restricted accessibility to them, and fragility of the timbers.  Figure 3.30 shows 

the average values for the displacements of the points grouped by location in the 

hull. The points located in the lower parts of the hull (Barge Deck, Hold, and lower 

Starboard side) show an average displacement of 5.9 mm. The points measured on 

the Main Deck and on the higher Starboard side, which are at the same level, show 

an average movement of 5.4 mm. The Orlop Deck and Upper Deck show lower 

average values, respectively 3.6 and 3 mm over three years. This could be due to the 

fact that the lower areas of the hull, having to sustain the weight of the rest of the 

structure, are subjected to high mechanical stress, which could result in larger 

movements of the structural elements.   

 
Figure 3.30: Average displacement of wire markers surveyed for each area.  

Figure 3.31 shows the distribution percentage of the size of the displacement 

measured, divided by deck. The majority of points surveyed (over 50 %) in each 

location have moved less than 5 mm between May 2014 and August 2017. These 

points can be considered stable, since a measured displacement up to 4 mm can be 

due both to natural movement of the wood, instrument accuracy of 2 mm, and 

human error. Between 10 and 35% of the points in all the areas showed a 

displacement between 5 and 10 mm. Less than 20% of the points located in the Decks 

showed a displacement over 10 mm. The areas more affected by the larger 

displacement are the Starboard side, the Barge Deck and the Hold.  
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Figure 3.31: Distribution percentages of the critical areas by Deck and grouped by size of 

displacement. 

Indeed, the Orlop, Main, and Upper decks appear to be the most stable areas of the 

hull. The points measured in the Orlop Deck appear to be very stable and fitting 

within a 5 mm displacement. The survey shows indeed that after 3 years of 

monitoring 76% of the movements are less than 5 mm. 24% of the points are 

between 5 and 10 mm and no points are over 10 mm. The points measured in the 

Main Deck show movements smaller than in the rest of the hull: the vast majority of 

the points surveyed (78%) show movements smaller than 5 mm.  The remaining 

points with over 5 mm displacement are constituted by a few detaching timbers. 

Most of the points measured in the Upper Deck (86%) are also considered stable. 

Although the upper Deck appears to be very stable, which could be motivated by the 

fact that no weight is added to this part of the hull, the survey does not take into 

account very loose timbers in this Deck due to the difficulty to reach some of its areas.  

The survey of both the lower Starboard side and the lower Port side showed that 

these areas, although the average displacement is among the highest with 45% of the 

point showing displacement over 5 mm, seem to have stabilise in the third year of 

the survey. Only a few exception can be noted of displacement increasing critical 

points, constituted by detaching external stringers which do not contribute heavily 

to the structural stability of the ship hull. 

When considering the development of the local movements observed during the 

years, the two areas that show a continuous increase in most of the critical points 
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surveyed are the upper Starboard side and the Hold. The displacement measured for 

every point in the upper Starboard side area are shown in Figure 3.32. The survey 

showed that after 3 years of monitoring 68% of the movements are less than 5 mm. 

These areas are therefore considered stable. 15% of the points are between 5 and 10 

mm and 18% are over 10 mm. The points measured in the Hold side are shown in 

Figure 3.33. The survey showed that after 3 years of monitoring 63% of the 

movements are less than 5 mm. These areas are therefore considered stable. 

However 23% of the points are between 5 and 10 mm and 14% are over 10 mm. As 

shown in both graphs, the points with a total displacement above 5 mm show a 

regular increase over the years.  

 
Figure 3.32: Behaviour of all the points surveyed in the upper part of the Starboard side 

between 2014 and 2017.  

 

Figure 3.33: Behaviour of all the points surveyed in the Hold between 2014 and 2017.  
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All the critical areas surveyed on the ship can be divided into two categories. Either 

the displacement measured is within the same wood element, in which case the point 

can be identified as a crack, or it is a displacement between two different elements, 

in which case the point can be defined as a gap. The gaps can be measured between 

two adjacent elements, such as planks, which leave a growing gap between them as 

a result of drying associated shrinkage. However the gaps surveyed in the local 

movement monitoring survey usually consist of elements partially detached from the 

hull of the ship. Figure 3.24 shows the values of the displacements measured divided 

by cracks and gaps. Most of the critical areas with major movement were gaps 

between structural elements, whereas individual cracks tended to show smaller 

movements. This difference is consistent in all the locations of the ship, as shown in 

Figure 3.35: on average, gaps have a displacement between 6 and 12 mm, while 

cracks show displacement below 5 mm. The only points surveyed on the Orlop are 

cracks due to the limited access to the Deck. It was also noticed that the surveyed 

points showing the biggest displacements are recorded in structural elements only 

partially attached to the hull. This is an unsurprising fact since these elements are not 

restrained by the remaining ship hull and if not supported with external aids might 

even end up completely detached from the ship.  

   

 

Figure 3.34: Displacement of each point surveyed on the hull of the ship over the course of 

three years sorted into gaps and cracks. The values are absolute.  
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Figure 3.35: Average cracks and gaps displacement divided by location on the ship.  

CRACK MARKERS 

The crack markers, part of the local movements monitoring, are the best indication 

of the development of cracks over time. They were installed in April 2013, as the ship 

started drying, and therefore offer a more complete overview of the behaviour of 

cracks.  The crack markers are fewer than the wire markers, for reasons explained in 

section 2.4.2. They are located on the Upper Starboard side, in the Hold, in the Orlop, 

in the Main, and in the Upper Deck.  

Of the seven crack markers located in the upper Starboard side, all show a horizontal 

displacement between 8 and 19 mm and a vertical displacement below 5 mm. The 

two markers represented in Figure 3.36 show a behaviour representative of all the 

markers in the Starboard side. Especially the horizontal development of the cracks 

shows that most of the displacement took place in the first year after the ship started 

drying, between 2013 and 2014. After April 2014 the displacement slows down 

consistently in all the crack markers of the Starboard side. 
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Figure 3.36: Behaviour of the crack markers A27 and A28 located in the upper Starboard 

side.  

Of the seven crack markers located in Hold, three of them are very stable, with 

vertical and horizontal displacement smaller than 3 mm. The markers shown in Figure 

3.37 are the ones that measure the largest displacement. The Hold crack markers 

show similar behaviour to the ones located in the Starboard side previously 

discussed. The horizontal orientation shows that most of the displacement took place 

in the first year after the ship started drying, between 2013 and 2014. After April 

2014 the displacement slows down. This behaviour is particularly noticeable in the 

marker A3. 

  

Figure 3.37: Behaviour of the crack markers A2, and A3 located in the Hold. 

Seven crack markers are located on the Main Deck. Two of them show displacement 

smaller than 2 mm. Two other markers showed a displacement up to 7 mm in one 

direction, but have been stable in recent years. Two crack marker with displacements 
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of over 20 mm are shown in Figure 3.38. Both the horizontal and vertical direction 

show that the displacement was fast in the first year of drying but that in April 2015 

the movement was already slowing down. 

  

Figure 3.38: Behaviour of the crack markers A23 and A24 located in the upper Starboard 

side. 

Although originally seven crack markers were fixed to the Orlop Deck, due to the 

inaccessibility of the area only three of them were surveyed over the past three years. 

Of these three markers two of them are very stable, with vertical and horizontal 

displacement lower than 2 mm. The only active crack is marked by A12 and shown in 

Figure 3.39. As in all the markers previously analysed, the horizontal movement shows 

that most of the displacement took place in the first year after the ship started drying. 

After April 2014 the displacement drastically slows down. 

 

Figure 3.39: Behaviour of the crack marker A12 located in the Orlop Deck. 
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Only two markers are located in the Upper Deck, and are both shown in Figure 3.40.  

Although A15 shows a slightly different behaviour, with a less drastic decrease in 

displacement after 2015, it is however possible to recognise in both the markers a 

similar tendency to the other crack markers previously mentioned.  

  

Figure 3.40: Behaviour of the crack markers A15 and A16 located in the upper Deck. 

The observation of the crack markers fixed in different locations of the hull of the 

Mary Rose suggest that between 2013 and 2014 the ship suffered displacements of 

up to 20 mm in several areas (Figure 3.36, Figure 3.37, Figure 3.38, Figure 3.39, Figure 

3.40). The manual survey conducted on a larger number of critical points since 2014 

cannot confirm the crack marker data. First of all, the wire marker survey started in 

2014 when the crack markers already show a drastic decrease in the rate of the 

displacement. Moreover, some areas (Orlop, Main, and Upper Decks) were 

impossible to reach and to be measured between 2015 and 2016 due to the new 

museum opening. The gap in data makes it difficult to find a yearly trend among the 

Decks. However, the crack marker’s behaviour could be linked to the initial water loss 

taking place in the ship timbers since the drying phase started. In the first year of 

drying, free water was rapidly lost from the surface of the Mary Rose which started 

losing bound water too as shown in 3.1.1. This might have strongly affected the 

dimensional change in the wood of the ship, causing cracks. Once free water was 

completely lost and the drying became less violent, involving a shift of water from 

inner parts to the surface, it seems that displacement in timbers due to cracks also 

decelerates.  
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
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1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS 

4.1.1 Ship condition 

The moisture content monitoring carried out on the Mary Rose’s hull by gravimetric 

method shows that the timbers are reaching values below 10 MC% even at depth of 

60 mm into the wood. The analysis of the drying trends of the cores shows that the 

water slowly shifted out of the timbers over a 4 year period. First, the surface dried, 

approaching equilibrium with the surrounding environment kept at 50% RH. We can 

assume that as the external layers reached lower MC% than the inner parts, the 

water located in deeper areas of the wood shifted towards the drier external areas, 

to reach equilibrium within the wood and with the external environment. This 

process will carry on until no water gradient exists in the wood, and the entire timber 

is in equilibrium with the environment. The regions of the timbers with a depth 

greater than 60 mm still have more than 10 MC%, but considering the trend of the 

shallower regions at 30 mm and 60 mm, we can assume these deeper regions will 

reach the desired 10% MC values, given time (Figure 4.1).  

       

Figure 4.1: MC% values in function of depth of core samples from location S03 in the lower 

central part of the Starboard side between 2013 and 2017 (left). Evolution of MC% in 

location S03 at three specific depth over the course of four years (right). 

Due to the principle of minimum intervention rule mentioned in 1.2, only one 
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wood, which was explained in Section 1.4.2, we cannot expect all areas to behave in 

exactly the same way as S03. The scope of the moisture content monitoring however 

is not to be able to measure an exact value of MC% at any given location, but to 

ensure that the ship is indeed drying and reaching equilibrium with the environment. 

The overall uniformity in drying had already been shown by the more extensive 

sampling that took place in the first year, allowing the decision to reduce the samples 

necessary to make sure the drying process is completing. 

There are three trends in the global movements taking place on the ship: the sinking 

of the ship, the folding of the upper Starboard at the Bow end towards the port side, 

and the shifting of Upper, Main, and Orlop Decks in opposite direction (Figure 4.2).  

 

 

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the global movement taking place on the ship in the Starboard side 

and in the Port side of the hull.  
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The first two trends were measured both by the Total station and the manual laser 

survey. The movements appear to have been linear and steady over the course of the 

past three years, and they do not seem to be slowing down. The shifting of the Decks 

is a trend specifically of the Port side, and therefore measured only by Total Station. 

Although each bay showed a different degree of movement, the inconsistent position 

of the targets along the beams prevented the assessment of whether the size of the 

displacements is connected to its location along the hull of the ship.  The 

displacements of the targets measured also have a linear trend and are not slowing 

down. The only factor that appeared to influence the displacements was the 

introduction of two diagonal braces in bays 2 and 3, which clearly slowed down the 

target displacement in the Northing orientation. 

The monitoring of the local movements suggested that these local changes, 

specifically due to cracks in the ship’s timbers, took place in first two years, then 

stabilised. As a result of this behaviour it is possible that local movements are 

connected to the loss of free water end the beginning of loss of bound water which 

took place in the first two years of drying (until reaching MC% below 30%). It is 

necessary however to underline the difference within the local changes: cracks 

occurred at the beginning of drying, but gaps keep enlarging with time - and have, on 

average, higher displacement values. Gaps however are mainly caused by the 

detachment of structural elements from the hull. Their different behaviour is also 

effected by gravity, similar to what was noticed in the global movements monitoring 

(the Height displacement noted in the Total Station, as well as the downward shifts 

measured on the Starboard side with the manual laser survey).   

The global movements could be caused by two factors. The first is the loss of water 

from the timbers. The second is the fact that the structure of the ship is incomplete. 

Given the difference between the global movements, which have continued 

throughout the monitoring process, and the local ones, which are stabilising, it can 

be hypothesised that the former are due to the fundamental lack of structure in the 

ship. 
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4.1.2 Water drying in PEG treated wood 

The Neutron imaging gave insight into water drying behaviour on untreated and PEG 

treated wood. The results obtained from the testing of controlled samples, both fresh 

and archaeological, were particularly consistent. The main difference noticed was the 

characteristic straight dying front in the PEG treated wood. While in the untreated 

wood the drying visually followed the structural elements of the wood, with a 

preferential shift of water through the rays and along wood cells, the presence of PEG 

insured uniformity of water loss making it only dependant to depth.  Between the 

two molecular weight PEGs analysed, PEG 200 was shown to have a bigger impact in 

the drying behaviour of wood, allowing a larger quantity of water to be displaced 

compared to PEG 2000.  The effect of PEG treatment on the shrinkage of wood upon 

drying was also measured. PEG indeed reduced the amount of shrinkage in the 

samples, with PEG 200 being more effective than PEG 2000.  

The interpretation of the samples from the Mary Rose’s hull proved to be more 

challenging. In particular, the high variation of the degradation among the samples 

made the drying pattern less clear than in the reference samples. The Mary Rose hull 

samples were aimed at observing the difference between treatment and drying 

behaviour between outer, more degraded wood and inner, less degraded regions of 

wood. The sample however were all taken from the same piece which, due to rather 

small size and high degree of degradation, made the differentiation between inner 

and outer samples hard to achieve. The results obtained from inner and outer 

samples appear to be very similar. Considering that in the highly degraded external 

regions of the wood taken from the Mary Rose, it is expected that PEG 2000 is mainly 

found, while PEG 200 is only located deeper into the timbers, the results are in 

agreement with the expectation. However, PEG 2000 shows effects mainly in the 

sample dried longitudinally and less in the radial and tangential samples. This 

difference is very likely due to the better conditions of the longitudinal samples, 

which were collected from the best preserved regions of the original wood from the 

Mary Rose. 
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4.1.3 Assessment of the method used 

The three surveying methods adopted for the structural monitoring of the ship 

complemented each other in giving an overview of the problems present on the 

remaining hull of the Mary Rose. The Total Station is the most precise of the 

monitoring methods. Its use on the Mary Rose however was limited by the necessity 

of having a large field of view. This was not possible in the Starboard side of the ship, 

and monitoring of the port side was hampered by the presence of air ducts until 2016. 

With regards to the use of this technique in museums generally, the Total Station can 

be considered a useful, and almost indispensable, technique in the monitoring of very 

large structures. However, in the case of smaller structures, both due to the high price 

and the large dimension of the instruments and targets that need to be mounted on 

the artefact itself, the method is not recommended. The laser pointer, although less 

precise, can be an incredibly valuable and effective substitute of the former method, 

especially when compared with the cost. In addition, the equipment to perform the 

measurement is less invasive and its use incredibly accessible to non-trained staff. On 

the Mary Rose, such an almost cost-free method could be extended to other areas of 

the ship in need of temporary or extra monitoring. For example, the lower part of the 

Starboard side, where this method could help monitoring the creep taking place on 

the external planks. This phenomenon has already been observed on the Vasa (van 

Dijk et al., 2016) and it is very likely to affect the Mary Rose hull. 

With regards to the local movement survey, this method was very useful in 

monitoring isolated locations and areas of particular interest that were not reachable 

by the more reliable monitoring of the Total Station. Furthermore, the survey allowed 

the identifications of problems resulting from shrinkage of the various structural 

elements, such as the loss of caulking material between external planks and the 

detachment of poorly supported timbers. This technique however might soon 

become obsolete, as the ship becomes more stable and the movements observed 

hopefully become too small to be manually measurable. In addition to this, the large 

amount of time necessary to manually carry out the survey and analyse the data it 

produces is not justifiable for the sole purpose of monitoring structural movements.   
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Neutron imaging offered a completely new perspective on the drying behaviour of 

PEG treated wood. The exciting results obtained on treated wood from the Mary Rose 

showed the incredible potential of this technique in the field of conservation of 

waterlogged artefacts, where the behaviour of water, treatment, and wood in drying 

conditions is of prime interest. The results obtained with this study can give new 

information about artefacts that have already been treated with PEG. Further, they 

also offer promise as a method to understand and evaluate new conservation 

techniques.  

4.2 FUTURE WORK 

The monitoring of global movements of the ship is necessary to ensure its long term 

preservation. As mentioned in section 0, the installation of the manual laser survey 

on the lower part of the Starboard side could be extremely important to add 

information about other major structural movements taking place on the ship hull. 

Given the results already obtained, however, it seems that further permanent 

support is absolutely necessary. The use of diagonal braces is particularly advised, 

due to the positive effect observed by the installation of the first two diagonal braces. 

Additional vertical scaffolding has recently been installed in the hull, and the effect 

of these must be assessed in time with continuous monitoring. The localised survey 

would most likely be abandoned for reasons mentioned in section 0. However, a 

regular inspection of the ship carried out by a conservator could really be beneficial 

to the maintenance of the ship. Moreover, it would be useful to compare the 

structural monitoring results presented in this project with the laser scan 

measurement carried out on the ship in summer 2017. The laser scan would indeed 

fill in the gaps of both the global and local monitoring, allowing a more precise 

interpretation of the results. 

Further investigation of the neutron data that has already been obtained is 

necessary. First of all, modelling the data of both fresh and archaeological PEG 

treated samples could be used to develop predictive models of the drying 

characteristics of larger timbers. This could be particularly useful given the ethical 
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limitations in destructive testing of archaeological materials. Having such a model 

would be of academic interest, but would also be an invaluable tool for planning the 

conservation of other waterlogged archaeological wooden artefacts. 
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